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ABSTRACT

This works proposes optimization of cellular handovers, cellular network surviv-

ability modeling, multi-connectivity and secure network slicing using matrix exponen-

tials and machine learning techniques. We propose matrix exponential (ME) modeling

of handover arrivals with the potential to much more accurately characterize arrivals and

prioritize resource allocation for handovers, especially handovers for emergency or pub-

lic safety needs. With the use of a ‘B’ matrix for representing a handover arrival, we

have a rich set of dimensions to model system handover behavior. We can study multi-

ple parameters and the interactions between system events along with the user mobility,

which would trigger a handoff in any given scenario. Additionally, unlike any traditional

handover improvement scheme, we develop a ‘Deep-Mobility’ model by implementing a

deep learning neural network (DLNN) to manage network mobility, utilizing in-network
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deep learning and prediction. We use the radio and the network key performance indica-

tors (KPIs) to train our model to analyze network traffic and handover requirements.

Cellular network design must incorporate disaster response, recovery and repair

scenarios. Requirements for high reliability and low latency often fail to incorporate

network survivability for mission critical and emergency services. Our Matrix Exponen-

tial (ME) model shows how survivable networks can be designed based on controlling

numbers of crews, times taken for individual repair stages, and the balance between fast

and slow repairs. Transient and the steady state representations of system repair models,

namely, fast and slow repairs for networks consisting of multiple repair crews have been

analyzed. Failures are exponentially modeled as per common practice, but ME distribu-

tions describe the more complex recovery processes.

In some mission critical communications, the availability requirements may ex-

ceed five or even six nines (99.9999%). To meet such a critical requirement and minimize

the impact of mobility during handover, a Fade Duration Outage Probability (FDOP)

based multiple radio link connectivity handover method has been proposed. By applying

such a method, a high degree of availability can be achieved by utilizing two or more

uncorrelated links based on minimum FDOP values. Packet duplication (PD) via multi-

connectivity is a method of compensating for lost packets on a wireless channel. Utilizing

two or more uncorrelated links, a high degree of availability can be attained with this strat-

egy. However, complete packet duplication is inefficient and frequently unnecessary. We
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provide a novel adaptive fractional packet duplication (A-FPD) mechanism for enabling

and disabling packet duplication based on a variety of parameters.

We have developed a ‘DeepSlice’ model by implementing Deep Learning (DL)

Neural Network to manage network load efficiency and network availability, utilizing in-

network deep learning and prediction. Our Neural Network based ‘Secure5G’ Network

Slicing model will proactively detect and eliminate threats based on incoming connec-

tions before they infest the 5G core network elements. These will enable the network

operators to sell network slicing as-a-service to serve diverse services efficiently over a

single infrastructure with higher level of security and reliability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The mobile industry has exponentially grown in the past few years. The number

of mobile devices has been growing quickly and will continue to do so. Mobile device

communication has become an indispensable part of daily life. Cellular Handovers or the

Cellular Mobility is very important for the seamless connectivity and there are multiple

factors that will be impacting the handover decision. The wireless communications eco-

system has evolved over time and there has been an exponential growth in the number of

base stations (BSs) being installed for increased coverage and enhanced network usage.

The mobile connectivity index in USA alone grew from 74.1 in 2014 to 85 in 2019 [1] and

has had continuous growth since then. Network Availability is mandatory requirement for

the future wireless networks as more critical applications will be relying on the coverage

of the cellular networks.

In the next generation of wireless networks, that includes dense cellular deploy-

ments, handovers will continue to play an important role. Any user will have to be guar-

anteed a continuous connection, and at the same time, too many handoffs will also have to

be avoided. The 5G proposes presence of a heterogeneous environment where a user will

seamlessly have to undergo a vertical handover without any service interruption times.

These vertical handoffs need to be carried out seamlessly and precisely when required.

Dual or multiple connectivity helps meet the mobility requirements for certain essential

5G use cases and ensures the user’s connection to one or more radio links. An important
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performance indicator for wireless networks is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio

(SINR). Packet duplication (PD) via multi-connectivity is a method of compensating for

lost packets on a wireless channel.

The research is focused on four separate streams and each one is discussed in

detail in their appropriate chapters. The second chapter is about modeling of handovers

using two methods; Matrix Exponential and Deep Learning Neural Networks. The third

chapter discusses about Survivability modeling of a Cellular Base Station (BS) network

after a catastrophic disaster which renders all the BS in an inactive state. A Matrix expo-

nential model has been implemented to model the disaster recovery process of a network

of BS. Fourth chapter is about the Fade Duration Outage Probability based HO scheme

and Fractional Packet Duplication (FPD). The PD using Multi-Connectivity is further ex-

plored using multiple schemes involved in Adaptive-FPD (A-FPD). Chapter 5 shows our

proposed DeepSlice and Secure5G models.

1.1 5G Cellular Mobility

In some industries like the public safety, emergency, medical, or energy sectors,

mobile devices provide great capabilities but are required to be highly reliable at the same

time. In order to provide uninterrupted services to these devices on the wireless network,

the infrastructure has struggled over time and has been just about up to the mark. 4G-LTE

was able to cater to most needs supporting 720p on video but most content available go-

ing forward will be Full HD, UHD offering 4K and 8K video quality. Augmented Reality

(AR), Virtual Reality (VR) also add to the bandwidth demands on some online shopping
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applications to provide a rich shopping experience. In Chapter 2, we show the funda-

mental modeling approach and demonstrate usefulness of the model while investigating

impacts and sensitivities of certain key parameters and KPIs from the user equipment

(UE) and network side.

1.2 Network Survivability

Industries like medicine, banking, energy, and education are relying on wireless

devices with demands for high speed connectivity at all times. Increase in network usage

has also led to a higher use of time-sensitive applications requiring a very high level of

reliability and low latency as defined as per the 5G standards [2]. Our model in Chapter 3

is evaluated for varying number of repair crews, base stations, repair models and squared

coefficient of variation values. This model is scalable for larger networks, calculates

the restoration and network availability times, consists of asymptotic approximations to

estimate network availability and determines the optimal number repair crews required.

1.3 Multi-Connectivity and Fractional Packet Duplication

Service interruption is not acceptable for certain applications, and handovers are

the means to avoid loss in connectivity. Fade Duration Outage Probability defines a time

over which a communication will fail if a fade persists too long. For example, dropping

successive packets can cause lost source relationships and channel coding fails after too

long of sequences of errors. FDOP provides a direct relationship with quality of a connec-

tion. We show that FDOP may result in a reduced range of coverage, but also more time

for the handover process. FDOP is also very helpful for multi-connectivity cases. We
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introduce a novel fractional packet duplication process along with FDOP to only dupli-

cate enough packets over multiple connections to meet outage requirements. We evaluate

and contrast several packet duplication scenarios and present our simulation results for

multi-connectivity. Our technique merely duplicates enough packets across multiple con-

nections to meet the outage criteria without compromising on any limited radio resources.

Full packet duplication over multiple links is wasteful and frequently unnecessary so we

demonstrate our Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication (A-FPD) in Chapter 4.

1.4 DeepSlice and Secure5G Network Slicing

Many emerging technologies have taken ablaze the telecom industry by enabling

new business models and providing customers a different experience. Networks have

evolved with the introduction of programmable systems like the Software Defined Net-

works (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and have benefited ever since

their implementation. Some critical services that 5G networks would encapsulate are au-

tonomous driving, enterprise business models, AR-VR solutions, industrial automation,

remote monitoring, smart health, smart cities, and many more. The Third Generation

Partnership Project (3GPP) considers network slicing a key enabling technology for 5G.

Slicing would allow operators to efficiently run multiple instances of the network over

a single infrastructure for serving various applications, use cases, and business services

with superior Quality of Service (QoS).

The telecom industry is going through a massive digital transformation with the

adoption of ML, AI, feedback-based automation and advanced analytics to handle the
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next generation applications and services. AI concepts are not new; the algorithms used

by Machine Learning and Deep Learning are being currently implemented in various in-

dustries and technology verticals. Existing automation features like Network Function

Virtualization (NFV), Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Slicing in 5G

are the solutions to generate new sources of revenues, reduce the operation cost incurred

by a single core network for diverse services. These features also aim to increase the

elasticity and efficiency for scaling new business demands from IoT, Public Safety, Auto-

motive and Healthcare applications.

SDN based architecture is more prone to malicious attacks compared to mono-

lithic core architecture because of the network function virtualization, which creates more

entry points available to attackers to infest into the network. With more slices, multiple

network configurations and virtual devices, security and privacy concerns in the cellular

ecosystem are at a critical juncture, resulting in the need for secure software and methods

to build a robust and secure ecosystem. Attacks on the 5G network could have severe

consequences on the society in broader aspect. 5G Network Slicing can play a vital role

in providing dynamic and flexible security architecture for isolated networks optimized

for applications with varying needs from a security perspective by customizing indepen-

dent firewall configuration(s), security policies along-with slice specific authentication

schemes. Our DLNN based DeepSlice and Secure5G model are explained in Chapter 5.

1.5 Research Objectives, Significance and Accomplishments

The main research objectives of this research work are mentioned below:
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• Cellular handovers are always often treated as Exponential Arrivals. Utilize the

Matrix Exponential (ME) models to capture the multi-dynamic nature of handovers

and more accurately characterize the factors impacting handovers.

• Applying the Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) mechanisms to

capture multiple real-time radio access side and network key parameter indicators

(KPIs) causing a cellular handover which is otherwise not possible manually.

• Design data-driven Deep Learning Neural Network (DLNN) HO models to accu-

rately predict HO and implement all real time network or environmental changes

by continuous parameter adjustments.

• Formulating a better representation for disaster failures and recovery processes for

a cellular network using the Matrix Exponential (ME) distributions.

• Use Fade Duration Outage Probability (FDOP) to improve network connectivity,

reliability and low latency with fractional packet duplication (FPD).

• Attain high degree of Availability using two or more uncorrelated links and only

duplicate packets efficiently to not over utilize the limited radio resources applying

the proposed Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication (A-FPD) schemes.

• Orchestrate the Network Slicing Function (NSF) by automating slice prediction,

load balancing, and slice failure scenarios using the device key parameters.

• Ensure end-to-end security of our DeepSlice model and avoid any service level

interruptions using the proposed Secure5G model.
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CHAPTER 2

MATRIX EXPONENTIAL AND DEEP LEARNING NEURAL NETWORK

MODELING OF CELLULAR HANDOVERS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on two of our papers published on optimization of cellular

handovers, “Handover performance prioritization for public safety and emergency net-

works” by R. A. Paropkari, C. Beard, and A. Van De Liefvoort, published in the 2017

IEEE 38th Sarnoff Symposium and the second paper “Deep-mobility: A deep learning

approach for an efficient and reliable 5G handover,” by R. A. Paropkari, A. Thantharate,

and C. Beard, published in the 2022 International Conference on Wireless Communica-

tions Signal Processing and Networking (WiSPNET). I want to thank my co-authors for

their contribution towards this research and their help with writing the papers.

Mobility is the most important aspect in the wireless world and handovers are the

way to achieve mobility, with strong expectations that no user equipment will experience

any sort of interruption to their services. In the next generation of mobile networks or

the 5G networks, a heterogeneous environment of Multiple Radio Access Technology

(MRAT) must exist, where all these different networks have to co-exist for all devices of

various capabilities. Deployments of small cells and hyper-densification of mobile net-

works is also another valid reason to make handovers more efficient. In such cases, han-

dovers could be much more frequent and susceptible to drops and insufficient resources.
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With the advance standards and mandates, these handovers need to happen with no inter-

ruption to the service at any point to maintain the required minimum service functionality.

The ever-growing increase in the number of devices and services has led the mo-

bile industry to grow exponentially in the past few years. Connected devices in future

cellular networks are not only limited to mobile handsets and tablets, but belong to a

wide range of equipment coming from an overlapping area of eMBB (enhanced mobile

broadband), mMTC (massive machine type communication) and URLLC (ultra-reliable

low latency communication). Data demands on these devices are huge and the bandwidth

requirements are in Gbps due to the video-on-demand services offered today. Accord-

ing to Ericsson’s Mobility report from November 2018, the global mobile data traffic is

expected to increase eight times between 2017–2023 and video content about five times

being offered on over 70% of whole mobile data traffic [3] triggering the eMBB services.

Service providers are forced to provide an infrastructure for serving various appli-

cations, use cases, and business with superior Quality of Service (QoS). In some industries

like the public safety, emergency, medical, or energy sectors, mobile devices provide great

capabilities but must be highly reliable. The current 4G-LTE infrastructure is incapable

of meeting high reliability standards of low latency and highspeed user connectivity for

URLLC services. Another pool of devices, in the verge of explosion, are the IoT (inter-

net of things) devices catering to the mMTC services of the 5G networks transforming

the home, office, city streets, public places, and beyond. These all have a specific QoS

requirement and are treated differently in handover (HO) scenarios, if any. Until now, mo-

bility was one of the prime factors to trigger a handover in any given network but several
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other parameters like Received Signal Strength (RSSI), Signal to Interference and Noise

Ratio (SINR), Fade Duration (FD), Quality of Service (QoS), backhaul connectivity, net-

work congestion, reliability, etc., may also result in a handover. We propose a scheme

that will accommodate such parameters to make a combined/intelligent decision towards

handover by capturing the multi-dynamic nature of a handover.

We briefly introduce 5G cellular handover concepts and deep learning concepts

in Section 2.1, some background work and related work details are in Section 2.2, we

explain matrix exponential handover queueing models with numerical results in section

2.3, and in Section 2.4 we present our proposed solution models using RNN/LSTM and

the detailed deep learning based Deep-Mobility model with numerical examples and even

discuss its application for 5G Mobility use cases. Finally, in Section 2.5 we conclude our

work and propose possible future extension.

2.2 Related Work

There has been significant work performed on Matrix Exponential and the PH-

type distribution models. Several papers have successfully used such PH-type models to

study the performance of wireless networks and some mobility related aspects in cellular

networks [4,5]. This PH-type distribution is extremely versatile in network modeling, and

the more general ME distributions extend these models [6]. Use of generalized ME distri-

butions also allows techniques both behind and in front of the Laplacian curtain, and addi-

tional tools for inverse modeling are now available. Such models have been solved and are

numerically well understood in literature. Performance measures such as the connections
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blocked, handover connections dropped, and preemption if any, were previously studied

and modeled as independent traffic arrivals in heterogeneous networks [7, 8]. The ME

approach has also been used to successfully study some other issues regarding hand-off

calls using an approximation technique that uses single cell decomposition analysis [9].

The main contribution of our work is in the more detailed modeling of Hand-

off traffic, which takes several parameters like SNR, QoS, Fade Duration, Shadowing,

etc. into account. Future models will include non-renewal models for the handover traf-

fic, which is characterized as a tuple (B1,L1), where L1 = Be′p whenever the process

is a renewal. This process generalizes the MAP process in the same way that matrix

exponentials generalize the Phase-type distributions [6]. Some studies have considered

the numerical computation of stationary distribution for the level dependent quasi-birth-

and-death (QBD) process [10] Some theories discuss and compare controlled preemption

based queueing schemes to give emergency services and handover traffic priority over

other connections [11–13]. Channel holding time (CHT) distributions were derived when

cell residence time and call holding time were both assumed to be PH type distribu-

tions [10]. Markov based framework was used to define user state and derive a better

strategy than a conventional handover optimization technique [14].

Some papers have worked in the construction of a tridiagonal block matrix as we

will encounter one in our model, and the inverse transform of the same, to find the nor-

malization constant [4, 15]. In [16] a ME distribution was used to model general arrival

and service processes in the analysis and simulation of mission critical publish-subscribe

message patterns in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). A Random Number Gener-
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ator (RNG) was created especially for ME distributions as the authors in [17] strongly

agree that ME represents a situation more accurately and descriptively.

As for the best of our knowledge, our work is unique as it is the first to assume mul-

tiple parameters from UE and network side to come together to trigger a mobility-based

handover decision using a DLNN technique. An eNB pre-selection strategy is proposed

in [18] so that high-speed user equipment is primarily taken care by macro eNBs while

low-speed UEs or UEs with low quality of service (QoS) requirements are offloaded to

the service area of pico eNBs to share the load of macro eNBs. The authors in [19] make

use of reinforcement learning (RL) to control the handovers between base-stations using

a centralized RL agent. This agent handles the radio measurement reports from the UEs

and chooses appropriate handover actions in accordance with the RL framework to max-

imize a long-term utility. Ericsson mobility report predicts the growth of mobile devices,

5G network connections and the overall data usage in coming years [3]. To overcome

handover latency, [20] jointly considers edge and core delays, with a novel cost-effective

software-defined ultra-dense framework by dynamically removing state execution times.

The authors in [21] have a game theoretical approach implemented and evaluated

for dense small cell heterogeneous networks to validate the enhancement achieved in the

proposed method. As for network intelligence, the authors in [22] represented handovers

using matrix exponential distributions for public safety and emergency communications,

which helps make handover decisions more accurate considering all the different param-

eters involved in the decision process. To solve the unnecessary HOs and ping-pong, [23]

proposes a weighted fuzzy self-optimization (WFSO) approach for the optimization of
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the handover control parameters (HCPs) considering SINR, traffic load of serving and

target BS, and UE velocity. The 5G Network Slicing concept is fully utilized to manage

the network traffic and route the connections to the most appropriate slice using DLNNs

and understanding of what the connection demands in [24]. Multiple network and RF pa-

rameters are considered before making such an intelligent decision using neural networks.

In [25] authors propose a scheme to control Cell Individual Offsets (CIO) and adjust the

Hysteresis and TTT autonomously for handover management in order to deploy mobility

load balancing (MLB) and MRO independently. [26] developed a Neural Network based

‘Secure5G’ Network Slicing model to proactively detect and eliminate threats based on

incoming connections before they infest the 5G core network.

Authors in [27] contrast Fade Duration Outage Probability (FDOP) based han-

dover requirements with the traditional SINR based handovers methods in cellular sys-

tems. The research in [28] evaluates the performance parameter of X2 based handover

on one network provider in Cirebon area and optimizes handover parameters using RSRP

and RSRQ algorithm. In order to accomplish successful HO, authors in [29] study the

impact of HOM, A3offset along with TTT and extend their analysis to different distances

from BS for varying UE velocity. Work in [30] proposes an improved MRO algorithm

by taking into account TTT to improve MRO algorithm performance in terms of reducing

Ping-Pong rate and lower HO failure rate between Femto cell and Macro cell. Authors

present system-level architectural changes on both UE and Network elements along with

a proposal to modify control signaling as part of Radio Resource Control messages using

smartphone battery level in [31] . The work done in [32] shows a direct set-up of the HO
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parameters relying on Page Hinkley HO-based decision followed by a closed, iterative

loop to further optimize the initial configuration using Simulated Annealing approach.

2.3 Matrix Exponential Based Handovers Modeling

2.3.1 Handover Queueing Models

In cellular systems, we have newly originating connections within a cell and also

incoming handover connections from a neighboring cell. Some connections are also

handed off outside to neighboring cells, which we are not concerned about for our current

study of handover connections. Most modeling of these new and handover arrivals in a

cell are treated to be exponential arrivals which don’t really capture the multi-dynamic na-

ture of a handover arrival [33]. Even though the major factor for handovers is movement,

there is not one single factor in a real-world scenario which triggers a handover. Han-

dover dynamics come from a combination of simple network aspects like the Received

Signal Strength (RSSI), Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR),

Fade Duration (FD), Quality of Service (QoS), shadowing, backhaul connectivity, net-

work congestion, reliability or resource availability of a given network, etc. Some other

dynamic factors causing a handover are multipath, Doppler spread, or velocity. Even the

slightest change in the location in a dense cellular network may cause a user to handover

to a nearby or a neighboring cell.

The single-parameter memory-less exponential distribution is not at all sufficient

to capture these effects, instead, all of these factors can very well be analyzed and studied

if we are to represent a handover arrival as a Matrix Exponential (ME) distribution (de-

tails and derivation in Section II.B). This can provide an opportunity for looking at each
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of the factors and parameters in the previous paragraph individually and also how they all

work together to cause a handover. Also, use of an ME can help us calculate the blocking

probabilities much more accurately than precisely using any individual exponential pa-

rameter. Connection drop probability is one important parameter that is used to measure

the Quality of Service by any cellular service provider. Our ME representation can lead us

close to the most accurate values. Various parameters captured using an ME can not only

help us study their impact on the handover process but as well help design a very efficient

handover algorithm which would otherwise be difficult with only one of the parameters

under consideration.

In the case of ultra-reliable communication and critical or emergency services,

we must always take precautionary measures to make sure that such a connection gets

minimum required resources, and if any handover action is to be taken, is done well

before the service deteriorates. For example, if SNR is the only handoff trigger factor,

then maybe we have an acceptable SNR in an area, but the radio resources available are

not enough and so we get low throughput in spite of having good SNR. If there’s an

overlapping cell in that region which can provide greater throughput at a slightly lower

SNR then the user needs to be handed off to this new cell.
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Figure 1: General Representation of our Queueing Model

2.3.2 Matrix Exponentials

Matrix Exponential (ME) distributions are the probability distributions whose dis-

tribution functions and densities are defined as [34].

F (t) = 1− p.e−Bte′ for t ≥ 0 (2.1)

f(t) = p.e−BtBe′ for t ≥ 0 (2.2)

In this work, p is a row vector of appropriate size and e is a row vector with all 1s.

So e′ is a column vector and a transpose of e. The Matrix Exponential (ME) distribution

carries with it the simplicity of capturing Markov chain analysis but transition rates are

modeled by matrices that can approximate virtually any distribution with an appropriately

sized and formed matrix. For illustration purposes we show our handover representation

as more of a Phase Type (PH) distribution, but an ME distribution is much more general

and only need to have a rational Laplace Transform. They are more general and flexible

to work with.

As stated previously, ME representation can very well capture all the factors that
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will lead to a handover. It has proven its credibility and advantages in many other fields

in the society. Some of the medical institutions and hospitals make use of ME queueing

models to illustrate the resources that would be available at any given point in time.

2.3.3 Proposed Queueing Model

Figure 2: Queueing Model of our System

In our model of a given cellular network, we treat any newly originating arrival

as exponential (λ) whereas an incoming handover arrival is a Matrix Exponential (ME –

represented as a B matrix) in the system. We have a system, where in any given cell, we

have limited resources available, that we consider as having a total number of m available

channels. Now our model accepts both exponentials as well as the ME arrivals into the

system. And we have a single server that serves the arrivals and everything else can be

queued in our main queue. As an example, we use a queue size of m=10. However, the

originating arrivals can only be queued until the queue size reaches buffer size n=4, which

is when we stop receiving the exponential originating arrivals. Then for the remaining

states in the queue, only the ME handover arrivals are accepted in the system and queued

until the server is available to serve. The overall queue size is also limited in our case

which limits to the number of ME handover call coming into the system. The general
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prioritization concept is shown in Fig. 1, and queueing model Markov chain is shown

above in Fig. 2. From this basic formulation, we can readily extend the model to use

different queue sizes, priority thresholds, and number of servers (channels).

Fig. 3 shows how we compute B matrix representing the ME arrival handover

process. Each large oval corresponds to the ovals in Fig. 2. Inside we can have many

possible transitions that create conditions that affect handovers. For example, as a user

moves, the combination of decreasing RSSI from the home base station and the increasing

interference of a nearby base station both combine for a real need for a handover. Only

those arrows that leave the large left oval represent a handover trigger. Based on the state

transitions within each of the two large ovals, we can compute a B matrix as shown below.

The Be process captures a handover due to all of the effects of changes in state, and the

p vector randomly determines which states begin the process for the next handoff. The

p vector can be considered as a beginning or starting vector of a new state that a system

enters and waits for another handoff to be triggered in a similar fashion. This is under the

assumption that our handover process is renewal that is the next handover process starts

all over again in a new state after a handover is triggered. This is not entirely accurate

because the next mobiles that will become candidates for handover were already moving

towards handover. But this depth of accuracy is the subject for our next work, and the

Bep renewal representation accurately captures many handover dynamics.

BB =


A1 + a1 −a1 0 0
−b1 A2 + a2 + b1 −a2 0
0 −b2 A3 + a3 + b2 −a3
0 0 (µ2c + µ2e) −µ2c

0 0 −b3 A4 + b3

 (2.3)
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Figure 3: B Matrix formation for a Handover Representation

We have already mentioned a few parameters or factors that can cause a handover

to trigger. We have tried to model only four such parameters just so we can see how

they, either individually or collectively, cause a handover to happen and this also helps

us to keep our model as simple as possible. As you can see from the B matrix model

that the initial state has four internal states (representing four individual parameters) and

transitions can come out of their states to cause a handover (shown as A1, A2, A3, A4)

and then enter a new state. This new state can actually start in any of these four internal

states with any values based on the new cell conditions for these same four parameters.

The p is a row vector that guides the beginning of the new state and e′ is a column vector

of 1’s. Also, when in the initial state, these parameters can slightly change and cause

transitions to another internal state (shown as a1, a2, a3) causing a combined effect of at
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least two or more parameters to cause a handover. There exists some probability also that

the internal states can go in either direction, even back to the original (shown as b1, b2,

b3) in Fig. 3 above.

New arrivals (which arrive according to a Poisson process) are accepted into the

system only if n (or fewer) costumers are in the system, and are otherwise blocked-and-

cleared. Similarly, handoff arrivals are accepted into the system if m (or fewer) customers

are in the system, and are otherwise blocked-and-cleared as you may see in the last state

of our model. Based on our system model, until the queue size of n is reached, we are

accepting both types of arrivals and the representation in terms of balance equations is

given as follows. For the first n states (in our example) exponentially arriving originating

arrivals of rate λ are accepted and queued, so the arrival rate is (B + λI). All arrivals of

both types are assumed to be served at an exponential rate µ. In the future, this process

could also be replaced by ME matrices.

π0B1 = π1µ

πi (B1 + µI) = πi−1L1 + πi+1µ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (2.4)

where B1 = (B+ µI) and L1 = Be′p+ λI)

Now for the remaining states between n and m-1, where only the ME handover

arrivals are accepted, the balance equations are somewhat simpler, based on our model.

πj (B+ µI) = πj−1Be′p+ πj+1µ for n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1

πmµ = πm−1Be′p (2.5)

These equations are solved numerically, but we would like to add that the station-
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ary distribution satisfies the following equation for n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1

πj+1 = πjU (2.6)

and thus

πn+k = πnUk-1 (2.7)

where

U =
(B + µI − µe′p)−1

µ
(2.8)

The above equations stand true as we consider the handover traffic being a renewal

process. And in this case, the value of πn+k is known exactly and symbolically (up to

normalization), and is a matrix geometric with the U matrix as shown above. Here n is

the last state when the queue size reaches the threshold of accepting originating arrivals

and m is the last state in our system where no more handover arrivals are accepted and

our queue is full. We define our threshold n as the threshold queue size up to which orig-

inating connections would be accepted. Therefore, we can define the following blocking

probabilities. These are also known as the time blocking probabilities, which indeed are

for the fraction of the time that the system is in a state where a ME handover connection

could not be accepted.

Pblock,orig = π4 + ...+ π10 =
m∑
i=n

πi (2.9)

Pblock,HO = πm (2.10)
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2.3.4 Numerical Examples

We consider a simple handover scenario where we express a newly originating

cellular connection as an exponential arrival represented by lambda (λ) and the incoming

handover connection as a matrix exponential represented by a 2-by-2 B matrix. Later we

could easily use a larger B matrix to even more accurately model a system. We have con-

sidered Hyper-exponential and Erlang-2 phase-type models for the handover connection

(even though matrix exponential can model beyond phase types). We modeled these ar-

rivals with a queue size of m = 10 and our initial buffer threshold is n = 4 where the newly

originating connections as well as the incoming handover connections are both accepted.

Once the buffer is full to the threshold, we start rejecting the exponential originating con-

nections but only accept the ME handover connections, until our queue size of m = 10 is

full. No connections will be accepted then. We calculate the probabilities at each state,

and from them find the blocking probabilities for the newly originating arrivals as well as

the dropping probabilities for the handover arrivals. We have also solved these numeri-

cally. And note that for the coefficient of variation, C2=E(X2)/(E(X))2, we have C2<1

for Erlang-2 handover arrivals, C2=1 for exponential and C2>1 for hyper-exponential

handover arrivals.

The following plots help us analyze how an ME representation of handover arrival

can be more beneficial and efficient to design modern handover algorithms. These will

make next generation 5G networks perform acceptably for emergency and critical com-

munications where dropping a handover connection is not permissible. For the first two

plots in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we fix our queue size to m = 10 and vary the threshold from n =
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Figure 4: Varying the Threshold for Originating Arrivals for ρ < 1

2 to n = 8 and plot the blocking probabilities for the newly originating connections as well

as for handover connections. Originating and handover arrivals were plotted separately

for exponential arrival and ME arrivals. We show the exponential plot where originating

and handover arrivals were both exponential in the same queue.

The originating arrival rate is set to 0.3 and we model the handover arrivals as

hyper exponential as well as Erlang-2. But we make sure to keep the combined arrival

rate fixed at 0.7 in both the cases. Our service rate is exponentially distributed with mean

0.9 which gives us ρ < 1 and it is clear from the Fig. 4 that increase in threshold will

significantly drop the blocking probabilities for newly originating arrivals. Fig. 5 indicates

how the handover arrivals will see more blocking as originating connections will also be
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Figure 5: Varying the Threshold for Handover Arrivals for ρ < 1

accepted with increasing threshold. The most important observation, however, is that the

blocking probabilities are drastically different depending on the type of handover matrix

exponential arrival.

We now consider ρ > 1, again we see a significant difference from the exponential

arrivals case depending on the arrival process for the handovers. In order to get ρ > 1

as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we reduce the service rate to 0.4 in our queue. The drop

in blocking probability for originating arrivals is now more gradual and handover arrival

dropping probability also increases slightly with the threshold. Fig. 6 shows high blocking

probabilities for originating arrivals as the threshold is low earlier. But as we increase

the threshold, blocking probability drops gradually. Fig. 7 shows that handover arrival
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Figure 6: Varying the Threshold for Originating Arrivals for ρ > 1

Figure 7: Varying the Threshold for Handover Arrivals for ρ > 1
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dropping probabilities are higher for a lower service rate and increase with the threshold.

Figure 8: Blocking Probability for Originating Traffic versus Percentage of Total Arrival
Rate

Now we consider a scenario where the majority of the arrivals can either be the

newly originating connections or the handover connections. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show how

the blocking probabilities are affected as we vary the newly originating arrivals. Starting

with 10% of the overall system arrivals to be originating, we go up to 90% of all those

arrivals being originating arrivals. We observe from the plots that as more and more of

the arrivals are from originating connections, they get served with lower blocking prob-

abilities. Handover arrivals have better chances of being served in all the three scenarios

be it the exponential, hyper exponential or Erlang-2 as shown in Fig 6b. The arrival rate

for the newly originating connections (λorig) on X-axis is varied from being 10% to 90%

of the total system arrival rate (λtotal) which is the combination of the originating ar-
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Figure 9: Blocking Probability for Handover Traffic versus Percentage of Total Arrival
Rate

rivals and handover arrivals (λho). Our queue size of m=10 and threshold of n=4 remains

unchanged. Service rate is also fixed at 0.9 and we make sure total arrival rate (λtotal)

is always the same, no matter how the arrival changes for individual connections, be it

newly originating or the handover connection. Eventually handovers will drop too as the

queue becomes full. We show the effect of the total queue size. A lower service rate

can add delay to processing connections which may also result in dropping some of the

handover connections. Our system is a finite system and hence can take some delay even

if the service rate is lower. We vary the queue size to see how the state probabilities are

affected.

Queue sizes of m = 10, m = 15, and m = 20 are considered but the threshold is fixed

at n = 4. The newly originating arrival rate is 0.3 and handover arrival rate is 0.2 while the
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Figure 10: Varying the Queue Size for Hyper-Exponential Handover Model

service rate is fixed at 0.4 this time. This produces a ρ < 1. Fig. 10 shows results of the

hyper-exponential handover arrival. For the given rates, queue size and buffer, the system

has probabilities of serving more connections well before the queue gets full at size of

m=10. So increasing the queue size to m = 15 or m = 20 does not matter as connections

arriving will be queued and processed as per the resource availability. We have not shown

the results for Erlang-2 arrivals since the effect of queue size has more of an influence

with the hyper-exponential model.

We have also plotted the strong changes in blocking probability for the hyper-

exponentials in range 0.5≤C2≤3. Fig. 11 shows for handover connections that the block-

ing probability of 0.00132 for exponential arrivals when C2=1, drops to 0.00026 (5% of

exponential) for C2=1/2 and up to 0.0061 (over 5 times exponential) for C2=3. Effects on

blocking of originating connections go from 0.234 for exponential down to 0.208 and up
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Figure 11: Blocking versus C2 for Handover Arrivals

to 0.282, as seen in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12: Blocking versus C2 for Originating Arrivals

2.4 DLNN Based Next Generation Cellular Handovers

Network controlled and UE assisted hard HO procedures are adopted in 3GPP

LTE-Advanced. Handover Margin (HOM), Time-To-Trigger (TTT) and A3offset are the

major parameters based on which the entering condition of A3event is initiated. The exist-

ing HO mechanisms are damaging the 5G latency and availability requirements as about

70% of the current cellular HO are still depending on the RSRP (signal power) and/or the

RSRQ (signal quality) as a single parameter considered to trigger a handover. With recent

advancements, the management of cellular handovers has become more complex. Net-

works have become heterogeneous (HetNets) with multiple technologies achieving the

same goal of providing endless connectivity to a user. With the on-going increase in the
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complexity of the network, manual tuning is very time consuming and very much more

prone to errors than before. In addition, RF and channel conditions may change due to

several environmental and surrounding factors. Human intervention at every critical step

isn’t enough, so SONs are gaining importance.

Service providers are implementing some of the SON use cases such as the Mo-

bility Robustness Optimization (MRO) introduced in 3GPP Release 9 [35]. However,

the conventional MRO algorithm tunes handover parameters based on counts of handover

failures and handover events; and only makes use of the hysteresis to improve HO per-

formance. Unlike in the past, multiple network parameters must be tuned and synchro-

nized to achieve certain goals. 3GPP had also proposed the Automatic Neighbor Relation

(ANR) tool for early LTE deployments which is still widely used in the industry. Many

HO research areas propose modifying the HOM and TTT in order to make handover deci-

sions precise and accurate for different environments. Achieving load balancing has been

an important goal of many academic research areas, and service providers implemented

similar solutions like Wi-Fi Offloading, traffic balance using the Femto Access Points

(FAP), etc.

Handovers need to keep up a balance in order to avoid the ping pong effect and also

too much loading of any one specific cell. With the current and future networks consisting

of massive small cell deployment, especially to overcome the uncertainty of millimeter

wave (mm-wave) communications, it is important to minimize call drops during HO and

avoid redundant and unnecessary HO. A small yet temporary obstacle between a UE and

any mm-wave gNB can impact connectivity and trigger a HO even without UE mobility.
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Figure 13: UE/Network Initiated Handover Procedure

The increasing probability of HOs may cause HO failure (HOF) or HO ping-pong which

degrades the system performance. Use of SONs are to raise these automation standards

and provide the required balance. If more SONs are running with the same goal on dif-

ferent objects, then there’s a conflict of interest and that network parameter can be altered

wrongly. Certain cell (C-1) might be overloaded and needs some users moved to a neigh-

bor (C-2) and SON-1 takes appropriate action and moves 20% users from C-1 to C-2 by

adjusting power levels of C-2. At the same time, SON-2 is making sure all users get a

RSRP of a certain value which C-1 can provide at this time and not C-2. So, it’s trying to

move users back to C-1 causing an overload and ping pong effect.

The main reason for adjusting the same parameter is that not all parameters are
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Figure 14: Handover Triggering Decision making Parameters

equally attractive from the optimization viewpoint. For example, some 3GPP mobility

parameters, such as the TTT and the Hysteresis, are not defined on a per cell-basis or

adjacency-basis, which is a severe limitation in mobile networks due to the variant nature

of the radio environment. On the contrary, the HOM is a mobility parameter defined

per adjacency-basis that provides greater optimization capabilities. In short, multiple

parameters need to be considered at the same time to make an educated decision. Fig. 13

shows the basic handover message exchange which can either be initiated by the UE or

by the network. Fig. 14 shows HO requirements such as the HOM or the Hysteresis

which is the minimum threshold RSRP value between the serving cell and the target cell

power levels. If this value is reached, network begins to count the TTT and if this value

is maintained for a minimum of pre-defined TTT, a HO will be triggered. All the above
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mentioned justifies the need to involve more UE and network related parameters and

network-based triggers towards a HO decision model.

Currently, the base station neighbor list is populated using the ANR functionality

of the SONs, but not on a real-time basis. Service providers are looking for a non-static

and dynamic way of doing this on instantaneous basis. So, we have a list of neighbors, but

then additional parameters are required to figure out which one to connect to if need be.

Rather than only considering power levels, HO decision can be made using multiple other

parameters like the bandwidth capacity of a gNB, current user load, backhaul capacity,

future maintenance activities in the database, RF channel stability, modulation and coding

schemes (MCS), dual connectivity (DC), etc.

We create a dataset that contains some information from the UE and some from

other network resources. Our dataset consists of the UE type used, supported technology,

time and day of the connection, RSRP, RSRQ of serving as well as some (3-4) neigh-

boring cell sites, RF channel conditions based on MCS, available channel bandwidth,

backhaul capacity, alarm status on cell sites, maintenance tickets if any, etc. Our DLNN

learns from this information and will help identify the following: Too many HOs and

when/where, neighbor list needs to be updated, power levels of each eNB at every lo-

cation, RF conditions, behavior of the UE, movement and velocity of the UE, routine

mobility patterns of the UE, power levels of the eNB in UL, UE bandwidth demands, ap-

plications being used and other service parameters the from network and RF perspective.

Since service providers are deploying dense networks using pico, femto, UE relays, DAS

systems, cellular and Wi-Fi hotspots, they are working harder to find a trade-off between
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cost, coverage and complexity of network and handover management.

2.4.1 Proposed Solution Models - RNN and LSTM

Figure 15: General Deep Learning Neural Network

In today’s day and age, prediction has become very intuitive and common on most

platforms. However, the prediction problem (and algorithms) is still one of the hardest

in data science industry including a wide variety, as in predicting sales, stock markets,

speech recognition, sequential prediction on what you will type next while searching,

or even some sort of guess work by Alexa/Google/Siri assistants, etc. With NNs being

in buzz today, and also practically implemented in many forms, the use of LSTMs has

proven to be the most effective solution so far. Recent studies have proven some other

less computational and yet equally effective solutions, but LSTMs stay in business. Here

we consider RNNs and LSTMs, for reasons listed below.
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Figure 16: A typical Recurrent Neural Network Model

2.4.1.1 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

In any conventional feed forward network, all variables are treated independently,

meaning any prediction done will not take into account previous output results or any

data from a day before. Therefore, RNNs come in play to achieve the time dependency.

Fig. 16, shows what a typical RNN will look like and what it mathematically means when

expanded. RNNs will take into consideration an event from the immediate previous state

and will let the present operation be influenced from earlier results. RNNs have several

limitations, and for a continuous time dependent string of data, they tend to not completely

understand the context behind an input. They are good, especially when dealing with short

term dependencies and universal inputs. So, to go back in the past and relate to something

from that far, to help make a decision today, is out of scope of the plain RNN networks

and so LSTMs were introduced.
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2.4.1.2 Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks (LSTM)

RNNs often tend to fail in extracting the most appropriate context from the long

data feed and this is typically directly related to the vanishing gradient problem in neural

networks. When we look at how a network learns, any weights applied are actually a cross

product of the learning rate, error from earlier layers and the input to this particular layer.

The previous layer error is a product of all previous errors which are theoretically small

values. When an activation function is applied to any of the layers, for example a sigmoid

function, even smaller values of the derivatives of errors get multiplied several times,

resulting in an infinitesimal small value propagated backwards to the earlier layers in the

network. And thus, the gradient almost vanishes as we go back toward the earlier layers

in the network. This is what happens in standard RNNs where immediate information

is available for a short period, but with large datasets, LSTMs are the way to achieve

accuracy and reliability.

Unlike the RNNs which apply a single function to transform the whole infor-

mation, LSTMs follow a slightly different approach of splitting up the information into

relevant and non-relevant ones. As shown below in Fig. 17, this is achieved with some

simple math functions of additions and multiplications, which allows for more control

over the flow and mixing of inputs as per trained weights. In addition, LSTM information

flows through ‘state’, this state is the horizontal line on the top that allows for basic math-

ematical function to alter the output state. Standard activation functions like the sigmoid

(output between 1 and 0) and tanh (output between +1 and -1) are also used to take limited

information to the next states.
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Figure 17: Standard Long Short-Term Memory Neural Network

The LSTMs have the ability to remove or add information to the cell state, care-

fully regulated by structures called gates. The first and the left most is the ‘forget gate’

(output denoted by ft), which applies a sigmoid σ function to previous ht−1 and xt to

allow whatever information to take in, 1 meaning take all and a 0 forgets all. The second,

and central portion, is a combination of two small functions: first is the input gate in con-

junction with a sigmoid function (output denoted by it), and second is the tanh function

to create a new vector C ′
t that gets added to the state above. This will give us the new

state Ct based on the applied functions and the previous state Ct−1 as shown in below

derivations. Finally, we get to our output which will be based on our cell state, but will be

a filtered version (denoted by ht). First, we run a sigmoid layer which decides what parts

of the cell state we’re going to output (denoted by ot). Then, we put the cell state through
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tanh and multiply it by the output of the sigmoid gate, so that we only output the parts

we decided to. All the derived equations for LSTM are shown below.

ft = σ
(
xtU f + ht−1W f) (2.11)

it = σ
(
xtU i + ht−1W i) (2.12)

C′
t = tanh (xtU g + ht−1W g) (2.13)

Ct = σ (ft ∗ C t + itC′
t) (2.14)

ot = σ
(
xtU 0 + ht−1Wo) (2.15)

ht = tanh(C t) ∗ ot (2.16)

2.4.2 Proposed Learning Model - Deep Mobility

The current cellular network 4G-LTE architecture has a rigid framework and of-

ten lacks customization when it comes to offering any tailored business requirements.

Service providers have to often rely on third party vendors or equipment manufacturers

to provide desirable customer solutions. SONs come into the picture to introduce auto-

matic adaptability in the network like the ANR and MRO functionality does the neighbor

list updates and modifications to the hysteresis and TTT values. However, this change

is not performed based on the dynamic network or RF changes but based on some ser-

vice providers’ database information from collective HO performances as in HO failures

(HOF), call drop rates (CDR), link failure rates (LRF), etc. The current RF conditions

might have changed between now and the times these rates were recorded. Some network

parameters are modified during maintenance window overnight.

Our model consists of an input layer with number of neurons same as the input
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Figure 18: Our Deep-Mobility Neural Network Model

parameters, a couple of hidden layers and an output layer. Each layer is activated using a

certain activation function to make parameters non-linear and close to the real world. A

4x3 means a total of 12 neurons in that particular layer. Output layer is applied a simple

linear regression function. About 30% dataset was used for validation. Even though the

major factor for handovers is movement, there is not one single factor in a real-world

scenario which triggers a handover. Even the slightest change in the location in a dense

cellular network may cause a user to handover to a neighboring cell. For example, if SNR

is the only handoff trigger factor, then maybe we have an acceptable SNR in an area, but

the radio resources available are not enough and so we get low throughput in spite of good

SNR. If there’s an overlapping cell in that region which can provide greater throughput at

a slightly lower SNR then the user needs to be handed off to this new cell.

2.4.3 Results

We created a whole dataset of variables from real network deployment for all

serving and neighboring base stations which partly contributes to about 65% of our input
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dataset used. This UE measurement report information contains the power (RSRP) of

serving as well as three to four neighboring cell sites. We make use of multiple third-

party mobile applications to retrieve this information; up to four different applications

were used to compare and contrast the base stations’ data. We also identify these base

stations as a 3G (BTS), 4G-LTE (eNodeB) or a 5G base station (gNodeB). Base station

identification could be easily done based on the frequency band and the bandwidth re-

ported from these cell sites. Table I shows you some of the basic parameters that are

captured by the UE and these Apps for all sites that the device can communicate with. All

this was done using multiple 5G and LTE based cell phone devices/UEs.

Figure 19: Feature Highlights of UE Measurement Report and Network Centric Parame-
ters
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As seen above, applications provide this information with each object having a

unique value at every physical location the UE will collect this data from. Most of them

are standard and self-explanatory, TAC typically is used to point the BS to a pre-defined

pool of Mobile Management Entity (MMEs) and often limited to a geographic area. CID

is a unique identification code to determine each sector of each band and is determined

as per the service providers’ naming scheme. EARFCN is an ETSI industry standard

to display the channel numbers instead of raw frequencies in MHz and is bandwidth

independent. This is an important parameter in our training process to analyze when was

the carrier aggregation (CA) is enabled and under what conditions it was not available.

We have other RF parameters which can be captured either by the UE or on the base

stations.

In our case, we made some assumptions on these variables for the purpose of

training our DLNN. Most of them cannot be accurately determined, unless captured over

a long duration of time, like the dynamic RF channel conditions, signal modulation used

on the downlink (DL) and the uplink (UL) for each cell BS, scheduling of the Resource

Table 1: Major KPIs Reported by the Mobile Applications

MCC Mobile Country Code EARFCN E-UTRA Absolute RF Channel Number

MNC Mobile Network Code RSRP Reference Signal Received Power

TAC Tracking Area Code RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality

eNBID eNodeB Identification RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator

PCI Physical Cell Identity CIQ Channel Quality Indicator

CID Cell Identity SID System Identification

BAND Cellular Band Used NID Network Identification
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Blocks (RBs), etc. We have this information captured and shown in Table II for under-

standing purposes. We would assume some of these neighboring sites would have future

maintenance tickets open and are reflected in the database system. We also have a real

time monitoring performed by the Element Management System (EMS) which will have

present alarms reported from the BS. SONs will be pre-programmed to take action on

regular alarms but we don’t make that assumption and consider manual intervention will

be necessary to fix any alarming issues. Some alarms can be fixed remotely and some

require dispatching of a crew to the cell site. Our dataset is not concerned with the alarm

fixing process but will only categorize if an existing alarm is serving impacting or not.

We flag all serving impacting alarms in our input dataset so our DLNN can differentiate

and learn their impacts on users.

We assume a UE-K in our network and in connected mode, our ‘Deep-Mobility’

model has learned about the movement patterns of this UE-K for the past few weeks and

understands that for this particular time, UE-K will be pretty much in a half mile radius of

Table 2: Additional network side attributes in HO decision

EMS Alarm 1 Allowed

EMS Alarm 2 Service Impacting

Maintenance Database Ticket 1 Allowed

Maintenance Database Ticket 1 Service Impacting

KPI Capturing Tool CFR Call Failure Rate

KPI Capturing Tool CDR Call Drop Rate

KPI Capturing Tool HOF Handover Failure Rate

KPI Capturing Tool RLF Radio Link Failure Rate

KPI Capturing Tool Cell Load Number of Connected Users
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Figure 20: Sample snapshot of Application Reports

the current reported location. Assume that better RSRP and RSRQ conditions are reported

for the α (alpha) sector of a target eNB-T than an existing β (beta) sector of the serving

eNB-S. Then the network or the UE would initiate a handoff request to eNB-T. What if

the EMS has reported a service impacting alarm on that /beta sector of eNB-T which the

UE is not aware about, and the network, even when aware, would otherwise not consider

this during a HO decision. The UE is better off by not handing over to the eNB-T as it

seems to be immobile at this time and location based on the system learnings.

Figures 8 [a, b, c] show glimpses of what we could capture on the mobile applica-

tions regarding RSRP, RSRQ and RSSI. It also shows the technology UE is connected to.

Our dataset includes the most relevant KPIs from both network and device side, including

the type of device connected, QoS Class Identifier (QCI), packet delay budget, maximum
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packet loss, time and day of the week, etc. These KPIs are captured from control packets

between the UE and network. Since our model will run internally on the network, all this

information is readily available. Base on the training and testing we can plot in Fig. 21

and Fig. 22 the accuracy and loss for each of these activities. Accuracy of close to one is a

very efficient training. Loss was minimum. Training of ‘Deep-Mobility’ model involved

the entire dataset and validation used 30% random data from the input dataset.

Figure 21: Model Accuracy for Training and Validation
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Figure 22: Model Loss for Training and Validation

2.5 Conclusion

The stochastic properties of handover traffic are not simple (i.e., they are not ex-

ponential) and have a profound effect on blocking probabilities. The ability to represent

a handover connection arrival as a Matrix Exponential will be extremely beneficial in

designing efficient handover algorithms. All the network related parameters and mobil-

ity dynamics can be studied together in a single model. This analytical model we have

proposed is straightforward and flexible yet captures all the detailed information for the

parameters causing a cellular handoff. Future work will be to create formulations without

using renewal assumptions and to match B matrix formulations to capture real-world traf-

fic, wireless signal propagation, and user movement dynamics. Work that has modeled
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some of such situations using Markov chains could be built upon [36]. This will be espe-

cially useful for formulating the next generation of 5G handover algorithms that will need

to incorporate hyper-network densification, M2M traffic, cloud RAN, and ultra-reliable

low latency communication.

The next generation of wireless networks will have multiple cell sites, and HO

decisions will be very critical to reliable connections and sufficient QoS. Mobility man-

agement and user experience will be of utmost importance for a service provider, and

use of Deep Learning to make intelligent network decisions will be a key in shaping the

management of future autonomous and self-sufficient network. We designed a novel base

model to learn and analyze the UE and the network parameters together and make the

most optimal decisions in terms of the user mobility. We accommodate just as many

variables as required to accurately predict handovers based on new input parameters fed

by the UE or network. Our proposed model is straightforward and flexible, yet captures

all the detailed information for the parameters causing a handoff. This will be useful for

formulating the next generation of 5G/6G handover algorithms that will need to incorpo-

rate hyper-network densification, mmWave, M2M traffic, and ultra-reliable low latency

communication.
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CHAPTER 3

SURVIVABILITY MODELING IN CELLULAR NETWORKS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on our paper published on survivability modeling of cellu-

lar networks, “Survivability and disaster recovery modeling of cellular networks using

matrix exponential distributions” by H. Kaja, R. A. Paropkari, C. Beard, and A. Van De

Liefvoort, published in IEEE Transactions on Network and Service Management. I want

to thank my co-authors for their contribution towards this research.

With the increase in network demand, service providers are focusing on effec-

tive ways to increase network capacity and coverage in various ways such as densify-

ing their network, designing effective spectrum reuse policies and aggregating additional

spectrum [37]. In order to uphold the QoS metrics of a wireless network, designing the

network to ensure survivability and reliability has become critical. A more stringent relia-

bility requirement is also included as one of the key performance indicators (KPIs) in the

5G service requirements as a part of 3GPP Release 15 [38]. An example of such a net-

work is FIRSTNET, a United States nationwide LTE-based public safety network which

relies upon highly survivable and prioritized services [39]. This work presents an in-depth

evaluation model for survivability of the cellular network in a disaster scenario.

Design of any communication network must include a performance evaluation for

a disaster scenario, be it natural or man-made. In a typical disaster scenario, loss in com-
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munication is mainly due to base station (BS) failure. A disaster (earthquake, tsunami,

hurricane, or man-made attack) could result in a temporary or a long-term infrastructure

failure. The theory of disaster propagation shows that calamities propagate into the area

with time and grow, thus disrupting more network elements over time. For example, the

2005 hurricane Katrina in Louisiana, USA caused a 15% outage of the network in the

first 24 hours [40]. The March 2011 earthquake and tsunami in east Japan damaged 1.9

million fixed-lines and 29 thousand wireless base stations [41]. In-depth disaster analysis

is an ongoing research problem and lacks a properly defined approach for all situations,

and related cellular network disaster analysis is an important element. Survivability is the

resistance of a network to withstand a massive undesired event by maintaining operations

or quickly restoring all connections and critical services just as right before the disaster

struck [42].

Structured Markov chains capture the dynamics and dependencies of BS failure,

recovery activities, and can be presented in many ways. Markov modeling continues to

be a widely used tool in survivability analysis, especially when Matrix Exponential rep-

resentations are used to support arbitrary state-residence distributions instead of simple

exponential distributions that are limited in their applicability, particularly for repair pro-

cesses. This work discusses the computation and analysis of a Markov chain-based ME

recovery model for a cellular network to assess network performance during a disaster re-

sponse. Also, different repair strategies which cater to failed BSs in networks with one or

more repair crews has been reviewed. Analysis of such networks could effectively be ac-

complished through both simulation and analytical models. The ME analytical approach
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here is especially helpful compared to simulation because it can find asymptotic behavior

that would scale to very large networks that could not be simulated, can implement a wide

range of repair distributions and processes, and enables one to make informed design de-

cisions related to numbers of crews, ability to conduct fast repairs, and modification of

particular repair process parameters, such as travel time to failed BSs.

This chapter proposes the use of ME distribution in the repair process of a Markov

chain so as to capture the multi-dynamic nature of repairs. For example, the first fast re-

pair type can be general quick fixes performed manually and pushed remotely over a

network connection. A repair process may or may not include travel to a site by a work

crew. And a slower crew-based repair may include travel, diagnosis, obtaining replace-

ment parts, and installation. In both fast and slow repairs, the rate at which each stage of

repair is performed is taken into consideration and a state repair matrix (B) is formulated

with the corresponding rates. With the use of this B matrix, an ME distribution model has

been constructed, and the characteristics of these repair models are studied in detail. This

work considers fast repairs to be associated with a normal failure scenario which includes

daily software upgrades, downtime due to routine maintenance checks, minor system er-

rors, etc., whereas slow repairs are associated with more involved scenarios which would

require multiple recovery stages and repair crew dispatch to the site locations.

Also, use of an ME distribution allows one to accurately calculate both the tran-

sient response and steady state probabilities. For simplicity purposes initially, we assume

two types of major repairs, first are those that have a single step of repair (fast repairs).

With the development of a cloud based Centralized Self Optimizing Network (CSON),
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some or most of these manual interventions are no longer required, and many minor fixes

are now automatically compensated for, hence resulting in quite fast repairs. The second

type are those that require dispatching a repair crew to the cell site and involve multiple

repair steps (slow repairs).

Massive losses of BSs can be the result of a natural or a man-made disaster in a

geographical region. Multiple repair crews operate on the recovery of the network after

such an undesired event has occurred on a massive scale, unlike in the case of regular

failures where only a few repair crews work at a time. This work contributes towards

incorporating these types of in-depth analyses on disaster recovery procedures into an

ME distribution model and performs a detailed analysis. It then shows how survivable

networks are designed with these models.

• Matrix Exponential models that can accurately and analytically represent the failure

and repair processes of cellular networks.

• Survivable cellular network design by making design decisions on (1) numbers of

available repair crews, (2) balance of fast and slow and repairs, and (3) improving

time taken for the steps in the repair process, illustrated by considering improved

travel time.

• Transient analysis of network availability after a major event.

• Demonstration of the value of the analytical model to predict performance of very

large networks.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents related re-
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search contributions by various other researchers working in the area of disaster analysis

and survivability in cellular networks, Section 3.3 presents our proposed network model

and further discusses our key research contributions, Section 3.4 discusses the ME dis-

tribution model for disaster recovery in detail along with discussion about various repair

models considered. Section 3.5 uses the model for transient analysis, shows how the

model extends for very large networks, uses the model for survivability design, and the

chapter is concluded with a summary and future work opportunities.

3.2 Related Work

The effects of a disaster like Hurricane Katrina, and the Japan earthquake were

studied in depth for interrelationships in telecommunication systems and the power grid

[40]. All the damage as well as the restoration was studied by a site survey in [41]. Vari-

ous studies have been conducted on possible improvements in disaster recovery plans for

speedy recovery of telecommunication systems in [43] and [44]. However, a comprehen-

sive statistical analysis of a disaster recovery process is a research topic which is yet to be

studied in depth.

Studies have also been performed on network survivability analysis and assess-

ment. Authors in [45] compute the network survivability and propose different mod-

els based on the framework for telecommunication network survivability performance.

Link and node level survivability was studied in detail for telephone subscriber networks

in [46]. Even in the absence of major disasters, wireless network survivability is vital

to the expansion of wireless capabilities to support critical infrastructures and applica-
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tions. Important examples where highly available wireless networks will be necessary

include smart grid, air traffic control, public safety operations (police, fire, ambulance),

and remote medicine.

Most related studies have considered exponential distribution models for disas-

ter recovery procedures. A similar approach towards survivability analysis is discussed

in [47], using exponential distributions to model failure and recovery processes. Us-

ing exponential distributions lacks detail regarding computation of the recovery rate for

a step-by-step recovery process and hence limits the depth of knowledge built into the

model. Matrix Exponential (ME) models provide scalable complexity to model virtually

any situation and probability distribution [34]. Their complexity can be managed depend-

ing on the accuracy and metrics of interest. Then the survivability of the network can be

engineered effectively.

With known component failure and repair rates, [48] proposes a numerical method

based on the Taylor series expansion of the underlying Markov chain stationary distribu-

tion associated with the reliability and reward models, to propagate parametric uncertainty

to reliability and performability indices of interest. The hierarchical architecture of UMTS

networks is modeled in [49] using stochastic models such as Markov chains, semi-Markov

processes, reliability block diagrams, and Markov reward models. The models can be tai-

lored to evaluate beyond third generation cellular networks’ reliability and survivability

attributes as well. A unifying framework is proposed in [50] for state-based models for

architecture-based software reliability prediction. The state-based models considered are

the ones in which application architecture is represented either as a discrete time Markov
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chain (DTMC), or a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC).

In this work, we perform our disaster failure and recovery models using ME distri-

butions and provide observations of a large range of interactions involved in the recovery

processes of BSs. Authors in [51] present a survey on the developments and applica-

tions of the finite Markov chain imbedding approach in the reliability field consisting of

analyses of system reliability, reliability computations, importance analyses of compo-

nents, failure rate function computations, the birth of new reliability system models, and

analyses of new reliability tests. Assuming that an equipment’s unobservable degradation

state transition follows a Markov chain, authors in [52] design a hidden Markov model

to calculate the reliability function, and the mean residual (remaining) life of a piece of

equipment, when its degradation state is not directly observable.

Regarding extensions of Markov chains, the authors in [53] work with ME mod-

els on arrivals and departures of a multi-server model to computer the first three moments

to characterize the performance measures. In [54], the researchers have considered the

numerical computation of the stationary distribution for the level dependent quasi-birth-

and-death (QBD) process. Research involving detection of the most vulnerable area in

a given network where a disaster is more likely to hit in a certain predefined pattern is

in [55] and [56]. The statistical placement of BSs in [57] shows the significance of the

Poisson point process (PPP) to model the BS and user placement in any given cellular

network. The authors also confirm that this technique yields very accurate results when

compared with real world deployment [58] [59]. Authors in [60] analyzed disaster-based

survivability using a truncated continuous time Markov Chain (CTMC) model. A tran-
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sient system analysis of the whole network under a disaster scenario was performed from

its fully failed state to when it was restored completely in [61] [62]. Authors in [63] obtain

results involving the estimation of the characteristics of functioning of a reliability system

modeled by a homogeneous semi-Markov process.

There has been considerable amount of research surrounding different strategies to

quicken the process of communication system restoration in an event of a disaster. Some

of the ways include cellular service providers deploying temporary BSs such as movable

cell sites [64]. A recent development in the field of disaster recovery has been the use of

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) assisting in different aspects of the disaster restoration

process [65] and cells on wheels (COWs) which can be rapidly deployed in emergency

and disaster struck regions [66] [67] [68]. In case of a complete infrastructure failure

where some core network elements are also severely affected, device to device (D2D)

communications is proposed to be employed [69] [70].

The Markov chain has been a commonly used tool in modelling the survivability

of an infrastructure-based network [71] [72]. Our novel use of ME models for matrix

exponential transitions in the Markov chain greatly expands the capability of Markov

chains to match real-world survivability scenarios. Then it is readily used for accurate

survivable network design. Additional background and related work on ME models is

provided in the Appendix.
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Table 3: Mathematical Notations

f(t) = pe−BtBe′ Generic matrix exponential probability density function

p,B, e For an ME distribution the initiation vector, the rate matrix of progress, and
the summing vector

m The dimension of a B-matrix of a generic ME distribution

V The inverse B. The first moment of the distribution is pVe′.

p#,B#, e# A particular distribution is identified. For instance, pB5,BB5, eB5 is the base
model with dimension 5

α1, α2 The generic probabilities that a repair is either fast or slow in the base model

µ1, µ2a . . . µ2e Rates of various stages in the base model

N The number of base stations

ν Failure rate of an active BS

r The number of repair crews

π0 . . . πN Stationary probabilities for 0 through N active BSs

π0(t) . . . πN (t) Transient probabilities for 0 through N active BSs at time t

Qr Infinitesimal rate matrix for the Markov Chain for a system with r repair crews.

⊗ Kronecker product, needed to represent multiple active non-exponential re-
pairs

Ii, i = 1 . . . r Identity matrix for i simultaneous and active repairs

Ci, i = 1 . . . r Progress rate matrix for i simultaneous and active repairs

Di, i = 1 . . . r Rate matrix for the first completion of i simultaneous and active repairs

Er Rate matrix for the first completion of r simultaneous and active repairs, with
the start of another new repair

U1 . . .UN Generic component of a steady state solution
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3.3 Model Description

3.3.1 Overall Network Model

Fig. 23 represents a cellular network with BSs placed at different locations pro-

viding connectivity to different types of outdoor cellular users, transportation vehicles,

household devices or appliances, etc.

Figure 23: Illustration of the Heterogeneous Network

Table 3 provides a list and description of parameters. For the cellular network

being discussed in this chapter, assume the total number of cellular BSs to be N . Af-

ter a disaster, n denotes the number of active cellular BSs in the network that survived

the disaster. The disaster and recovery model uses an ME-based Markov chain where

BSs fail according to exponential distributions with failure rates of ν. It is common and

considered generally accurate in survivability work to model failures using exponential
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distributions [73]. The memoryless property of the exponential distribution approximates

the approximately memoryless property of network failures.

The model described in this work can be used to quantify the repair process for

any base station network. The repair processes of the base stations are represented by

the Matrix Exponential (ME) distributions instead of pure exponential distributions since

repair processes frequently depend on a series of steps being carried out. The ME model

provides the ability to model a general distribution rather than a singular exponential re-

pair rate. This general distribution can include multiple types of repairs (fast, slow, etc.)

and repair processes with multiple stages. The single-parameter memory-less exponential

distribution is not sufficient to model general non-exponential distributions or capture the

multiple steps in a repair process. Instead, all of these cases can very well be analyzed

and studied with ME distributions, the details and derivation of which are given in the

following sections. The Markov chain model with exponential failure rates and Matrix

Exponential repairs is shown in Fig. 24, where state i represents the number of BS oper-

ating correctly, (and thus N − i have failed), with a single repair crew non-exponential

process.

Figure 24: Markov Chain of a System with N Base Stations and One Non-Exponential
Repair Crew. The left-most state represents all N Base Stations operating correctly
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3.3.2 Survivability, reliability and availability in cellular networks

Survivability in wireless networks is the ability of the network to recover into a ba-

sic operational stage after the occurrence of a natural or a man-made disturbance [74] [75],

for example enough base stations to cover some percentage of a geographic area. Whereas

reliability is defined as ability of a network to be operational for a specified amount of

time [75]. Availability has similar definitions but in availability the operation of the net-

work is ensured by adding external or failover resources if required. To distinguish be-

tween availability and survivability, availability of a network considers the routine down-

time of the hardware components while calculating the total time, whereas, survivability

is associated more with a catastrophic disaster and recovery process of the network [76].

All three definitions mentioned above are interlinked and account toward overall depend-

ability of the communications network. To calculate the survivability of the network, both

quantitative and qualitative analysis is required. There has been significant work done to-

wards survivability analysis of cellular networks. The authors in [77] discuss a similar

approach towards survivability analysis and use the exponential distributions which elim-

inates the capture of the dynamic nature of the network. It is important to develop an

effective network survivability model to capture the dynamic behavior of the network.

This work approaches this problem by using ME models with variations in repair pro-

cesses, number of network repair crews, etc.

This work assumes that base stations fail independently and their repair brings

them back to being able to provide service to customers. We do not consider corre-

lated backhaul failures that would also need to be repaired before service is restored to
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customers. This independence assumption is most applicable to wind-oriented failures

(storms, tornadoes, hurricanes) where buried backhaul would not be so much affected.

It may not be as applicable for floods, earthquakes, or for small cells that rely on back-

haul connectivity through macro cells. Future work to modify the ME Markov chains

presented here, however, could account for such correlated failures. This model has both

general benefits to many application areas and specific benefits to the recovery process of

cellular networks. On one hand, the model here is general and could also be very useful

for other types of facilities failures (power grid substations or power lines, weather or

aircraft radar sites, etc.) that could have independent failures, fast or slow repairs, and

multiple repair crews. On the other hand, this work is particularly helpful regarding cel-

lular base stations, because they are likely to have independent failures, and fast repairs

are more possible through remote fast repair capabilities.

3.4 Performance Model

3.4.1 Matrix Exponential Distributions

Matrix Exponential (ME) distributions are probability distributions whose density

functions is represented by

f(t) = pe−BtBe′ for t ≥ 0 (3.1)

where p is an m-dimensional row vector (the starting vector), an m×m matrix B (the

progress rate generator), and an m-dimensional column vector e′ (the summing or clos-

ing vector), which in this work consists of all 1’s. A number of well known distributions

have ME representations, like the exponential, Erlangian, hyper-, and hypo exponentials,
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phase types, Coxians, generalized hyper Erlangians, and also their mixtures and convolu-

tions. An ME distribution carries with it the simplicity of capturing Markov chain analysis

where instead of a single exponential parameter the transition rates are modeled by matri-

ces. This work primarily exploits ME capabilities to model steps in a repair process, but

many distributions to represent a repair process can be used as well. Additional details

are discussed in the appendix.

ME distributions can capture all the factors in the recovery of a single failed BS.

Various reasons can cause a BS to fail, such as bad weather conditions/natural disasters,

network failures, physical link failures, network congestion and overload, configuration

issues, etc. [78]. The repair process, similarly, must be flexible enough to capture various

possible scenarios. We classify them as a mixture of fast and slow repairs. Fast repairs

are related to short time cell outages (STCOs) which are hidden outages. The repairs

refer to fast software fixes which can be done remotely. Slow repairs, on the other hand,

are related to long term cell outages (LTCOs) which consume more time for the repair

process. Slow repairs likely require a crew to be deployed on site to carry out the repair.

Fig. 25 illustrates a typical repair process. With probability α1 it is fast and lasts an ex-

Figure 25: Matrix Exponential Repair Scenario with a Fast Branch and a Slow Branch
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ponential time with rate µ1. Otherwise, it is slow with probability α2 and consists of a

sequence of exponential steps with exponential rates µ2a through µ2e, each step represent-

ing sub-tasks, such as travel to a site, diagnosing the cause of failure, and deployment and

testing of corrective measures to restore the normal operation of the BS. If any hardware

component such as a channel card, router, power distribution unit (PDU) has failed, a

replacement part is installed with rate µ2e or, if the spare component needs to be delivered

or ordered, the delivery will complete with rate µ2c and installation with rate µ2d. This

repair distribution is referred to as the base model with pB vector and the BB matrix for

Fig. 25 which are:

pB =
(
α1 α2 0 0 0

)

BB =


µ1 0 0 0 0
0 µ2a −µ2a 0 0
0 0 µ2b −µ2b 0
0 0 0 (µ2c + µ2e) −µ2c

0 0 0 0 µ2d

 (3.2)

Values for this base model were chosen for illustration purposes only. A real-

world study would be needed for practical implementation. These values are α1 = 0.60,

α2 = 040, µ1 = 4, µ2a, µ2b = 5, µ2c = 1, µ2d = 1, and µ2e = 0.51. The mean of

this distribution is 0.5633 hour (33.8 minutes) and the squared coefficient of variation

(SCV) is C2 = 2.00. The dimension of the underlying matrices is 5, which results in

larger matrices in the network model, see below. Therefore, when needed, we use other

distributions with a smaller dimension, yet preserve the 60-40 split, and have the same

mean and same SCV. We show in Section 3.5 how the results are comparable for these

smaller dimension matrices.
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Additionally, we study the performance of other distributions, where the mean is

again kept at 33.8 minutes, where the split is still 60-40 and where the SCV is C2 = 4 and

C2 = 8, see the appendix.

3.4.2 Network Model Description

In the Markov chain representation of a cellular network, the number of active BSs

is represented as an oval as shown in Fig. 24. The system is known as an M/ME/r/N /N

finite population model, where the repair times are identically and independently dis-

tributed with a matrix exponential distribution. It is also referred to as the machine repair

model or as the machine interference model, and is also a special case of a Quasi-Birth-

Death and similarly structured Markov Chains. Let N be the maximum number of active

BSs in the network. The first (left most) oval represents the state that all N BSs are oper-

ational and active with 0 broken down, the second oval represents the state that N − 1 are

active and 1 is broken and being repaired, and so on. The zero state denotes that none are

active and all broken down.

Consider a disaster in a network that potentially fails all BSs in an area, bringing

the active BS count to zero, the right-most oval in the diagram. In addition to the disaster,

we assume that after its repair, each BS can fail again with an exponential rate of ν. After

the disaster and during the repair, let matrix B represent a generic ME recovery processes

of a single BS repair in the network. The vector p includes the probability of starting

a fast or slow repair. The repair model presented here can have several operating repair

crews, where all repair crews are independent and identical to each other. The model

in Fig. 24 represents a single repair crew model for service recovery while the model in
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Fig. 26 represents a recovery performed by two repair crews in parallel.

The label for each arrow represents the rate of going into the next state. The de-

scription of the model with one repair crew (Fig. 24) does not require the use of Kronecker

products (explained later in this section) to keep track of any other ongoing repair process

since there is only one crew in the system. Once a repair is completed, denoted Be′, this

crew becomes available and can start to repair another BS, if needed. This applies to a

scenario for everyday repairs. The balance equations for the single repair crew system,

Fig. 24, are given in equations (3.3)

πN (Nν) = πN−1Be′ (3.3)

πN−1 ((N − 1)νI+B) = πN(Nν) p+ πN−2Be′p

πj (jνI+B) = πN−1(jν) + πN−3Be′p

for j = 1 . . . N − 2

π0B = π1ν,

where πi, i = 0 . . . N are the stationary probabilities. Both the stationary behavior of

the system and the transient behavior of some subsystems are computed. The driving

equation for the entire system is π(t) = π(0)eQ1t, where the matrix Q1 is the system-

rate matrix readily identified from the balance equations in equations (3.3). It is a block

tridiagonal matrix and the zero-elements are all in blocks of appropriate dimensions. This

matrix is shown using the following format.

• ⋄ 0

⋆ • ⋄
0 ⋆ •

 as


i sub-diag diag super-diag

1 • ⋄
2 ⋆ • ⋄
3 ⋆ •

 (3.4)
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The matrix Q1 is now

Q1=



i sub-diag diagonal super-diag

N −Nν NνI
N−1 Be′ −(N−1)νI−B (N−1)νI

j Be′p −jνI−B jνI
for j=1. . . N-2

0 Be′p −B


, (3.5)

Consider a small BS network with N=5 BS where the repair time is given by an

ME-distribution B matrix of dimension m=5. The above Q1 matrix is then of order 26,

with 5 partitions of size 5 (when the single repair process is active), and one partition of

size 1 (no active repair).

3.4.3 Multiple non-exponential repair crews

Figure 26: Markov Chain of a System with 20 Base Stations and Four Non-Exponential
Repair Crews

When there are two (or more) repair crews available, they work in parallel and

independent of each other; see Fig. 26 for an example with 4 repair crews and 20 base

stations. Level transitions in the Markov chain occur whenever a BS fails, or whenever a

repair is completed.
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3.4.3.1 BS failure

When all all BSs are operational, the first failure occurs with rate Nν and when-

ever this occurs one repair crew starts the repair and the system enters state N − 1 with

an enlarged space according to 1×m vector p. When a second BS fails (which occurs

with rate (N − 1)ν), another crew starts performing repairs without impacting the status

of the ongoing repair. The system enters state N − 2, and its internal state is expanded to

two active non-exponential repairs by (I⊗p), a m×m2 matrix, where the identity matrix

reflects that the ongoing repair process is not impacted, and where the symbol ⊗ repre-

sents the Kronecker product representing the expansion. Whenever a subsequent BS fails

with i repairs already ongoing and a repair crew is available, the system moves to the next

state, with the internal state space again expanded without impacting the ongoing repairs

and starting a new repair, denoted by (I⊗ · · · ⊗ I⊗ p); there are i identity matrices, and

this matrix is of dimension mi×mi+1. Whenever a subsequent BS fails with a maximum

number of r repairs already ongoing and no additional repair crew available, the BS will

wait for a crew to become available. The system moves to the next state without impact-

ing the ongoing repairs, denoted by (I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I) with r identity matrices. We define the

square matrix Ir = I⊗ · · · ⊗ I for notational convenience, it is of dimension mr×mr.

3.4.3.2 Completed repair

A single repair is completed with rate Be′ and if there are multiple repairs con-

currently active, then the first completion will cause a level transition. For 3 active repair
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processes, the rate for the first completion is

Be′⊗ I⊗ I+ I⊗Be′ ⊗ I+ I⊗ I⊗Be′. (3.6)

This m3×m2 matrix reduces the state space from three active repairs to two active repairs.

Should another BS be awaiting repair, it is started immediately and independently by the

now available crew, reflected by (I⊗ I⊗p), an m2×m3 matrix. This leaves the two older

process intact and starts a new parallel process. There are again 3 repairs active.

3.4.3.3 Balance Equations

In order to concisely describe the balance equations and the rate matrix, we now

assume that there are r = 4 repair crews only and introduce matrices Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 to

describe the rate of progress of i simultaneous and independent repairs,

C1 = B

C2 = B⊗ I+ I⊗B

C3 = B⊗ I2 + I⊗B⊗ I+ I2 ⊗B (3.7)

C4 = B⊗ I3 + I⊗B⊗ I2 + I2 ⊗B⊗ I+ I3 ⊗B

The dimension of Ci is mi×mi, where i is the number of active repairs and m is the

dimension of the repair process. Similarly, the m×1 vector D1 = Be′ is the rate at

which a single (and only active) repair process completes. The matrices Di, i = 2, 3, 4

are rectangular of size mi×mi−1 and describe the rate at which the first of i repairs
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completes,

D1 = Be′

D2 = Be′⊗ I+ I⊗Be′

D3 = Be′⊗ I2 + I⊗Be′ ⊗ I+ I2 ⊗Be′ (3.8)

D4 = Be′⊗ I3 + I⊗Be′⊗ I2 +Be′⊗ I3 + I2 ⊗Be′⊗ I+ I2 ⊗Be′

Finally, when a repair completes while another BS is awaiting repair, then the

m4×m4 matrix E4 = D4(I3 ⊗ p) is the rate at which a repair is completed plus a new

repair started. Note, that this also places the latest repair to start at the end, so that the

repairs are ordered from ’oldest’ to ’youngest’, see [53]. The balance equations for a

system with N BSs and r = 4 repair crew are now readily given by

πN Nν = πN−1D1 (3.9)

πN−1 {(N − 1)νI1 +C1} = πNNνp+ πN−2D2

πN−2 {(N − 2)νI2 +C2} = πN−1(N − 1)ν(I1 ⊗ p) + πN−3D3

πN−3 {(N − 3)νI3 +C3} = πN−2(N − 2)ν(I2 ⊗ p) + πN−4D4

πN−4 {(N − 4)νI4 +C4} = πN−3(N − 3)ν(I3 ⊗ p) + πN−5E4

πj {jνI4 +C4} = πj+1 (j + 1)ν + πj−1E4

for j = 1 . . . N − 5

π0C4 = π1E4
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The stationary probabilities are, for j = 1 . . . N − 1

πj−1 = πjUj

πj−1 = πNUNUN−1 . . .Uj, (3.10)

where the πN is a scalar (used for normalization) and the matrices Uj are recursively

defined and calculated by

U1 = E4C
−1
4

Uj = jν {(j − 1)νI4 +C4 −Uj−1E4}−1

for j = 2 . . . N − 4

UN−3 = (N−3)ν(I3 ⊗ p)× {(N−4)νI4 +C4 −UN−4E4}−1

UN−2 = (N−2)ν(I2 ⊗ p)× {(N−3)νI3 +C3 −UN−3D4}−1

UN−1 = (N−1)ν(I1 ⊗ p)× {(N−2)νI2 +C2 −UN−2D3}−1

UN = Nνp {(N−1)νI1 +C1 −UN−1D2}−1

The dimension of Ui, i = 1 . . . N − 4, is m4×m4, while the dimensions of UN−3,

UN−2, UN−1, and UN are is m3×m4, m2×m3, m×m2, and 1×m.

3.4.3.4 Transient Solutions

The transient behavior of some subsystems are to be computed as well, π(t) =

π(0)eQ4t, where the matrix Q4 is the rate matrix for this system and is readily identified

from the balance equations in equations (3.9). It is again a block tri-diagonal matrix where

the blocks are of appropriate dimensions; only the three non-zero diagonals are shown for
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clarity.

Q4=



i sub-diag diagonal super-diag

N −Nν Nνp
N−1 D1 −(N−1)νI−C1 (N−1)ν(I1 ⊗ p)
N−2 D2 −(N−2)νI−C2 (N−2)ν(I2 ⊗ p)
N−3 D3 −(N−3)νI3 −C3 (N−3)ν(I3 ⊗ p)
N−4 D4 −(N−4)νI4 −C4 (N−4)νI4

j E4 −jνI4 −C4 jνI4
for j=1. . . N-5

0 E4 −C4


(3.11)

This Q4 matrix in (3.11) is the basis for the transient performance metrics. The

order of this matrix is 1+m+m2+m3 · · ·+mr−1+mr×(N−r)mr = mr−1
m−1

+(N−r)mr

and increases with the addition of each repair crew, with BS, or with the dimension of the

matrix exponential distribution of the repair process. For instance, for m=3, r=4 and

N=10 the dimension of Q4 is 526. The next section discusses our experiments and results

with varying number of repair crews and repair distributions.

3.5 Results

This section discusses the results of using the models for survivability design.

Models include the number of repair crews in the network, the characterization of the

repairs (fast or slow), the balance of fast and slow repairs, individual parameters to de-

scribe parts of a repair process, etc. In all the figures below, the initial state is the state

of disaster where there are 0 BSs working and as times progresses BSs are revived to

operating states. In the graphs below, we consider two time based metrics namely, service

restoration time and network availability time. The service restoration time is defined as
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the time taken to completely restore the BSs to their normal operating conditions. Here,

this has been found by observing the transient state probability for State N (all BSs are

operational). We have considered reaching up to 90% of the final stabilized probability

to be the service restoration threshold in following figures. Service availability time is

defined as the time taken for the network to be available after a disaster, which shut-down

the network. This is calculated by observing the transient state probability of a certain

number of base stations that are active. In figures below, we consider a network to be

available only when 40% of the BSs are active. The repair model which is used for most

of the graphs is the BB3 matrix as given in Eq.(23) in the appendix unless mentioned oth-

erwise. The failure rate of the BSs is taken as ν = 0.007 /hr, as in [74] and [45]. The

results section is divided into four main parts. Section-A presents the transient and steady

state analysis of the network, Section-B shows the scalability of the ME model being con-

sidered, Section-C shows how survivability design is accomplished with this ME model,

and Section-D provides insight into the ME model by showing network availability and

service restoration time comparisons for different sized B matrices (with same mean and

C2 values).

3.5.1 Transient and steady state analysis

This subsection discusses the transient and steady state analysis for the chapter’s

ME survivability model for cellular networks. Each curve in Fig. 27 represents the tran-

sient state probabilities of each state of a network with 15 BSs. The system starts with all

BSs failed (starting probability 1.0 for state 0) as assumed in [47] to assess survivability

and service restoration in the context of widespread failures. Each curve is for the proba-
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Figure 27: Transient Analysis of a Network with 15 Base Stations and Four Non-
Exponential Repair Crews

bility of the number of failed BSs as a function of time. The transient state probability of

state N does not stabilize at 1.0, since there is also a significant stationary probability of

one base station being inoperable at any particular time. Steady state is then the normal

operational state of the network. The probability of going into a fast or slow repair is 0.6

(fast) and 0.4 (slow) respectively, so the majority are fast repairs.

The choices of the parameters of fast and slow repair rates are for illustration

purposes only; repair rates would need to be carefully studied for a particular service

provider and cellular network. Providers could also use a different process for Fig. 25,

resulting in a different set of B and p vectors. Survivable network design would also

consider how survivability is improved as these parameters vary.
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3.5.2 Scalable ME survivability model for very large networks

This section illustrates an ME model which is scalable for networks with higher

numbers of BSs. Fig. 28 illustrates the service availability of a network with varying

Figure 28: Transient Availability based on the same proportions of BSs and Crews

numbers of BSs and repair crews, but with the same proportion of BSs to repair crews for

each curve. For this example, a provider says that a network is available when on average

40% of the base stations are working. Fig. 28 shows the transient response starting with

all BSs failed. For each curve, the proportion of BSs to crews is 5:1. As the number

of BSs increases, curves become closer, with each larger network causing less marginal

change. For example, the transient curve crosses 90% of its final value at approximately

2.5 hours for 20 and 25 BSs, and the curves are very close. This would scale for even
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larger networks. For example, for 300 BSs having 60 crews, approximately 2.5 hours

to cross that 90% line is also expected. This, in general, provides a procedure where

smaller networks of BSs could be evaluated with this ME model using a fixed proportion

of BSs to repair crews. Once the smaller networks show very little difference in transient

response as they increase in size, the performance of much larger networks is closely

approximated. The scalability of this analytical ME model and its calculation approach is

extremely useful.

3.5.3 Survivability Design

This work will now highlight three methods that can use this ME model to design

highly survivable networks. These involve making design decisions on (1) numbers of

available repair crews, (2) balance between fast and slow repairs, and (3) improving time

taken for the steps in the repair process, illustrated by considering improved travel time.

3.5.3.1 Impact of numbers of crews on network availability time

Fig. 29 shows the different curves of service restoration for a 15 BS network with

2 to 6 repair crews. This graph illustrates that as the number of repair crews increases, the

transient response is faster and restoration times get shorter. Also, the transient response

by adding each repair crew stays relatively the same after 5 repair crews. Fig. 30 illustrates

the comparison of maximum restoration time and the number of crews in the network.

Figs. 29 and 30 demonstrate that initially service restoration time decreases rapidly by

increasing the number of repair crews; after 5 repair crews the decrease in the restoration

time is not as rapid, only a small improvement is observed.
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Figure 29: Transient State Probability for State N for a Network with 15 BS and a Varying
Number of Non-Exponential Repair Crews

Fig. 31 shows the network availability time for a 15 BS network with varying

number of repair crews. Using Fig. 31, we observe that response time and availability

improves for a network with higher numbers of repair crews. However, the marginal

improvement in availability decreases for each additional crew. Network survivability

design would then decide on the balance of the cost of deploying an additional repair

crew versus the value of the marginal increase in availability time. In Fig. 31 we observe

that the availability time converges to a point with increase in the number of repair crews,

similar to what was seen in Fig. 29. This limit is derived below.

Assume the situation where there are N repair crews for an N BS network. This

would infer that there is one repair crew per BS and the BSs can be repaired independently.

This would mean that each BS goes through an alternating process of being active and
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Figure 30: Service Restoration Time for a Network with 15 BS and a Varying Number of
Non-Exponential Repair Crews

being repaired. Considering the stationary situation, the average amount of time a BS

is operating is given by 1/ν and the average amount of time the BS is being repaired is

calculated as pVe′. The probability of each individual BS being operational is given by

the expression

F =
1/ν

1/ν + pB−1e′
(3.12)

Since BSs are independent, the total number of BSs that are operational is Binomially

distributed with F as the probability.

Pr[k BS’s operational] =
(
N

k

)
F k(1− F )N−k (3.13)
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Figure 31: Transient State Probability for a Network with 15 BS and with a Varying
Number of Repair Crews

This result also extends to the transient situation as follows:

Pr[k BS’s up at time t] =

(
N

k

)
(F (t))k(1− F (t))N−k (3.14)

The F (t) is found by using a stochastic process with infinitesimal rate matrix Qh which

is defined as

Qh =
[ −ν νp
Be′ −B

]
(3.15)

If a BS just starts a repair process at time t = 0, then at time t the probability that this BS

is operational or in repair states is given by the following vector

[
0p

]
exp(Qht) (3.16)
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The probability of a BS being operational at time t is given by post-multiplying a column

vector as shown below when the B matrix is of size 3× 3

[0 p] exp (Qht) [1 0 0 0]
T (3.17)

The above equations provide the asymptotic curve that is seen in Fig. 31. It is hard to

distinguish the difference between the curve where r = 6 and the asymptotic curve. So,

for results beyond r = 6 we can use asymptotic results and we can see there is no value

in deploying more than 6 crews.

Figure 32: Transient Unavailability for a Network with 15 BS with a Varying Number of
Repair Crews

Fig. 32 represents an elaborated illustration of the effect of the variation of the

number of repair crews. In this case, transient time is illustrated, as defined as the time
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to reach 90% of the final value from Fig. 31. As seen from the plot, initially the transient

time decreases rapidly until 4 or 5 repair crews and after that there is a slow decrease in

the transient time with increase in repair crews. This graph is especially important for

larger networks to determine the required number of repair crews which will reduce the

transient time significantly.

3.5.3.2 Balance Between Fast and Slow Repair Processes

Figure 33: Balance Between the Fast and Slow Repairs for a 20 BS Network with 3 Repair
Crews

Now let us consider the benefit of survivable network design to create more op-

portunities for fast repairs. Fig. 33 illustrates the effects of different ratios of fast and slow

repairs being taken in the vector p. In a situation needing 99% of slow repairs, the net-
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work restoration time is the longest and the restoration time decreases as the ratio of fast

repairs increases as compared to slow repairs. Even though previous figures have started

from all BSs failed, still there were a significant proportion of fast repairs. Fig. 33 also

shows the full time dynamics that are involved with different balances of fast and slow

repairs.

3.5.3.3 Impact of Travel Time Variations

Figure 34: Transient State Probability of Variation in Drive Time Rates for a Network
with Two or Three Repair Crews.

Fig. 34 demonstrates how these ME models can quickly show in detail how varia-

tions of particular parts of repair processes affect the overall survivability of the network.

For example, travel time might be improved by having more service centers where vehi-
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cles are located to be ready to respond to a failure. This can be examined in the BB5 matrix

for the travel time parameter µ2a. Fig. 34 shows the impact on final state probability for

State N from variation in travel time rates from 0 to 5 per hour. From the graph, it can

be inferred that once µ2a ≥ 2 per hour (average drive time 1/µ2a ≤ 30 min.), no further

significant benefit is gained. And this is true regardless of the number of repair crews. By

using these ME models, a survivable cellular network can be readily designed.

3.5.4 Service Restoration and Service Availability with Different Repair Processes

Figure 35: Transient State Probability of State N for a Network with 10, 20 and 30 BSs

In this section we provide a comparison of service restoration and network avail-

ability times by varying the network size, using different repair models and varying the

SCV values.
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The graph in Fig. 35 shows the service restoration times for network models with

10, 20, 30 and 40 BSs and 5 repair crews in each network. As observed, the higher the

number of BSs the longer is the restoration time. With higher numbers of base stations,

the probability of state N does not stabilize near 1.0, since the probabilities of 1 or 2 base

stations failed i.e. states N−1 and N−2 are significant, as seen in Fig. 27. We also make

the interesting observation that the threshold point for each curve aligns on a straight line

as shown in the figure. This allows us to estimate the threshold point for larger networks

also.

Figure 36: Transient State Probability for a Network of 20 BS with Four Repair Crews
and Varying SCV values

Fig. 37 shows a comparison of network availability for a 15 BS network with
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varying repair crews and repair models which are two-step slow repairs with a BB3 ma-

trix, three-step slow repairs with the BB4 matrix, and multiple-step slow repairs with the

BB5 matrix as indicated in the Appendix. The numerical values of the matrices consid-

ered in this graph are provided in the Appendix section and are again compared where

availability is considered to defined as having 40% of BSs being available. For the graph,

consider a network provider who analyzes network availability using one of the three re-

pair configurations. According to the numbers chosen for this graph, all repair models

have same SCV value (which is 2). Also, curves cross as time progresses and converge

into a single point at the top end. However, we observe a very small variation in the net-

work availability time in the initial stages while progressing through the various repair

processes. In general, the curves are quite close.

Fig. 36 shows the state probability curves for a 20 BS network and 4 repair crews.

Each curve has a different SCV value which is indicated in the legend. From Fig. 36

we can observe that as the SCV value increases, the service restoration time substantially

increases.
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Figure 37: Transient State Probability for a BS Network of 15 BS with Three Repair
Crews and Varying Non-Exponential Repair Models

3.6 Conclusion

The ME models provided here give a comprehensive understanding of the disas-

ter recovery process with various repair models. This chapter discussed the overall for-

mulation of the ME model with the appropriate matrix formulations, calculations of the

infinitesimal rate matrix and computation of the transient probabilities including depen-

dencies explained through the Kronecker product. The base repair model was explained

in Fig. 25 and variations of this repair model were used for deriving results. The results

presented the transient and steady state analysis of the ME model, provided the scalable
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survivability model, discussed different aspects of survivability design, and provided the

service restoration and service availability figures. The survivability design of the ME

model discussed the optimal combination of the number of BSs and repair crews which

would improve the restoration time and network availability time. An asymptotic ap-

proximation of higher number of repair crews has been derived. The survivability design

section also talked about the balance adopted for fast and slow repairs and their effect on

overall restoration time. It also included the result of changing a single parameter and de-

termining how it effects the overall repair process. The observations made in this chapter

will provide any cellular service provider with essential insight into survivable design of

their network and allow them to restore the network faster while using optimal resources.

Future investigation could expand the birth-death sequential Markov chain to more

elaborate models that include correlated failures of macro cell BSs, small cell BSs, and

backhaul connections. Stochastic geometry could also add geographic knowledge to the

model. Repairs can be prioritized to areas where little or no coverage is available when

BSs fail. And in addition to the failure analysis and time dynamic understanding provided

here, financial analysis could complete other survivable design considerations. It could

provide cost models to optimize the combination of numbers and types of repair crews

versus financial losses due to failed parts of the network.
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CHAPTER 4

MULTI CONNECTIVITY BASED HANDOVER ENHANCEMENT AND ADAPTIVE

FRACTIONAL PACKET DUPLICATION IN 5G CELLULAR NETWORKS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on two of our papers on optimization of cellular multi-

connectivity and fractional packet duplication, “Fractional packet duplication and fade

duration outage probability analysis for handover enhancement in 5G cellular networks,”

by R. A. Paropkari, A. A. Gebremichail, and C. Beard, published in the 2019 International

Conference on Computing, Networking and Communications (ICNC) and the second pa-

per “Multi Connectivity based Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication in Cellular Net-

works” by R. A. Paropkari, and C. Beard, submitted to the MDPI Signals Journal Special

Issue - B5G/6G Networks: Directions and Advances. I want to thank my co-authors for

their contribution towards this research and their help with writing the papers.

Handovers allow users to move around freely and connect to any nearby cell that

gives them the best service, better throughput, ultra-low latency, etc. Until now, mobil-

ity was one of the prime factors to trigger a handover in any given network but several

other parameters like Received Signal Strength (RSSI), Signal to Interference and Noise

Ratio (SINR), Fade Duration (FD), Quality of Service (QoS), shadowing, backhaul con-

nectivity, network congestion, reliability, etc., may also result in a handover in any given

network. A handover lets a user experience good service often overcoming network la-
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tency and by providing higher throughput. Also, with the need to integrate the different

heterogeneous wireless networks in 5G, managing handovers will be a challenge. In the

next generation of wireless networks, that includes dense cellular deployments, handovers

will continue to play an important role. Any user will have to be guaranteed a continuous

connection, and at the same time, too many handoffs will also have to be avoided. The 5G

proposes presence of a heterogeneous environment where a user will seamlessly have to

undergo a vertical handover without any service interruption times. These vertical hand-

offs need to be carried out seamlessly and precisely when required. Service interruption

is not acceptable for certain applications, and handovers are the means to avoid loss in

connectivity.

Fade Duration Outage Probability defines a time over which a communication will

fail if a fade persists too long. For example, dropping successive packets can cause lost

source relationships and channel coding fails after too long of sequences of errors. FDOP

provides a direct relationship with quality of a connection. We show that FDOP may

result in a reduced range of coverage, but also more time for the handover process. FDOP

is also very helpful for multi-connectivity cases. We introduce a novel fractional packet

duplication process along with FDOP to only duplicate enough packets over multiple

connections to meet outage requirements.

Millimeter Wave (mmWave) frequency bands have wide available bandwidths

compared to the conventional cellular frequencies. They have been of great interest and

a key enabler of low latency and multi gigabit speeds for the Fifth Generation (5G) of

cellular networks. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) introduced the New
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Radio (NR) cellular standards and also included the mmWave spectrum due to the ultra-

high throughput potential satisfying the enhance mobile broadband (eMBB) 5G use case

requirements. The optimal use of mmWave can also help reduce the control signaling

overhead and improve the overall communication latency. A lot more is possible when

mmWave frequencies are used in conjunction with existing Sub-6 cellular frequencies

either by means of Dual Connectivity (DC) and/or Carrier Aggregation (CA). 5G net-

work infrastructure allows for the amalgamation of multi network convergence and due

to the explosion in the number of User Equipment (UE) and Access Points (AP), car-

rier aggregation of of radio resources and multiple connectivity are the means to increase

the coverage and capacity. We will be focused on the concepts of DC and our proposed

Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication (A-FPD) scheme throughput this paper.

The mmWave inherits several challenges of its own like the isotropic pathloss

and heavy attenuation due to blockage by common materials. This makes the wireless

channel extremely vulnerable to typical Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) transmission and

constantly changing environmental conditions blocking the Line of Sight (LOS). In or-

der to overcome the propagation pathloss, highly directional means of communications

is implemented. Appreciating the small wavelength of the mmWave, many antennas can

be packed closely together to enable Massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (mMIMO)

diversity that in turn improves the link budget and range of the communication. The

mMIMO is usually deployed with beam forming mechanism which enhances the direc-

tional communication ability. In order to tackle the other challenge of blockage, the Ultra

Dense Networks (UDN) deployment is a method used to deploy more small cells reducing
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any shadowing or no coverage zones.

4.2 Related Work

As mentioned earlier, most of the handover improvement techniques are still based

upon the SNR, SINR, or the RSSI measurements. There have been some protocol en-

hancements also to reduce the handover signaling time. Even the use of X2 links, which

connect the BSs directly, are exploited to reduce handover times and utilize backhaul

resources more efficiently. The authors in [79] focus on the joint availability of power-

controlled Rayleigh-fading links while using selection combining. The outage probabil-

ity and the handover probability are also evaluated taking into account the effect of path

loss, shadowing, Rayleigh fast fading, frequency factor reuse and conventional beam-

forming [80]. An outage will be caused if SINR drops below a threshold and the number

of times this outage occurs decides whether a handover will be performed. In [81], a

comparative study was performed on three main factors involved in handover decisions.

A smart combination of RSSI, data rate, and SINR was proposed to help make a handover

decision more efficient rather than using each component individually. Authors in [82]

introduce a new parameter, Interference to other Interference and Noise Ratio (IINR),

so that a handover was triggered only if a throughput gain existed. SINR and distance

measurement parameters work together in [83] to aid handover decisions resulting in re-

duction of the number of handovers.

We represented handovers using matrix exponential distributions for public safety

and emergency communications, which helps make handover decisions more accurate
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considering all the different parameters involved in the decision process [22]. To char-

acterize wireless channels, the authors in [84] approximate the fade duration distribution

by using an exponential distribution. They use this approximation to derive the minimum

duration outage of multiple selection combined links; this is a performance metric for sur-

vivability which also captures the time correlation of time-varying channels. They show

that it is more efficient in terms of power to utilize multiple links in parallel rather than

boosting the power of a single stand-alone link. A stochastic model of the SINR distribu-

tion captured shadow fading and more accurately characterized the SINR [85]. Instead of

these, we propose the use of FDOP instead of SINR as a parameter to help make the han-

dover decision in any cellular network. Multi-connectivity approaches with SINR evalua-

tion were used to achieve five nines reliability [86,87]. The authors also showed how sin-

gle connectivity reliability deteriorates with mobility and proposed a multi-connectivity

concept for a cloud radio access network as a solution for mobility related link failures

and throughput degradation of cell-edge users. The concept relies on the fact that the

transmissions from co-operating cells are coordinated for both data and control signals.

The work in [88] presented a new tractable analytical framework for evaluating cover-

age probability in heterogeneous networks which captures the non-uniformity of these

deployments.

An advanced handover scheme using the intra-frequency Dual Connectivity (DC)

principle from LTE was analyzed resulting in a 0 ms interruption time and 0 call failures

maintaining a reliable connection all the time [89]. FDOP and minimum duration outage

metrics have been used for various applications. The authors in [90, 91] introduce min-
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imum duration outages that consider durations of signal fades for channels susceptible

to Rayleigh fading. Their results show that under typical Doppler frequencies, outages

due to Rayleigh fading are more likely to cause frame or packet errors rather than call

dropping due to the short time scales in effect. A cluster-based sleep mode activation

optimization method based on FDOP was proposed in [92], along with an algorithm for

hybrid femtocell networks. Multi-hop relay selection algorithms based on average fade

duration (AFD) and FDOP threshold in cooperative wireless networks were proposed

in [93].

Authors in [94] propose partial packet duplication to satisfy traffic reliability re-

quirements when dual connectivity is available to provide macro diversity. Idea is to

duplicate only some portion of the time as needed; this utilizes potentially much fewer

resources from the secondary access point. We had introduced the concept of Fade Dura-

tion Outage Probability (FDOP) and Fractional Packet duplication in our previous work

in [27] where FDOP based handover requirements were shown in contrast with the tra-

ditional SINR based handovers methods in cellular systems. Authors in [95] provide a

detailed tutorial on a recently developed full-stack mmWave module integrated into the

widely used open-source ns–3 simulator. The work in [96] derives new formulas for

two-hop and three-hop relay paths, with 10 three hop paths given a penalty cost. Then

optimization algorithms for each type of relay selection 11 method are derived, which

include total path and link-by-link optimization. [97] presents an implementation for the

ns-3 mmWave module of multi connectivity techniques for 3GPP New Radio at mmWave

frequencies, namely Carrier Aggregation and Dual Connectivity, and discuss how they
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can be integrated to increase the functionalities offered by the ns-3 mmWave module.

Transient and the steady state representations of system repair models, namely,

fast and slow (i.e., crew-based) repairs for networks consisting of a multiple repair crews

have been analyzed in [98] . Failures are exponentially modeled as per common practice,

but ME distributions describe the more complex recovery processes. An analytical model

to study the impact of handover procedures and multi-connectivity degree on the latency

and reliability of blockage driven wireless networks is presented in [99]. In contrast to any

traditional handover improvement scheme, authors in [100] develop a ‘Deep-Mobility’

model by implementing a deep learning neural network (DLNN) to manage network mo-

bility, utilizing in-network deep learning and prediction. With highly directional beams

and fast varying channels, this directional tracking may be the main bottleneck in re-

alizing robust mmWave networks [101] and this papers deals with the mmWave space

requirement for the network to track the direction of each link in addition to its power

and timing. As for network intelligence, the authors in [22] represented handovers using

Markov Chain Matrix Exponential (ME) distributions for public safety and emergency

communications, which helps make handover decisions more accurate considering all the

different parameters involved in the decision process.

The work in [102] talks about the architectural enhancements and performance

analysis of Packet Duplication form URLLC in 5G. Authors in [103] do a complete in-

depth survey for the Horizontal and Vertical Handovers in Heterogeneous Next Genera-

tion Wireless Networks. Authors in [104] propose an approach using New Radio Dual

Connectivity (NR-DC) to maximize the throughput while ensuring ultra reliable low la-
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tency communication. By combining the methods from queuing theory, stochastic ge-

ometry, as well as ray-based and system-level simulations, authors in [105] develop a

novel performance evaluation methodology, considering the intricacies of mmWave radio

propagation in realistic urban environments; the dynamic mmWave link blockage due to

human mobility; and the multi-connectivity network behavior to preserve session con-

tinuity. In [106] an anchor-based MC mobility model has been proposed in 5G UCN

environment to enhance user mobility robustness. [107] provides the first comprehensive

end-to-end evaluation of handover mechanisms in mmWave cellular systems.

Multi-connectivity is explored as a solution for assuring high reliability in in-

dustrial scenarios. Several multi-connectivity techniques are compared, using real chan-

nel measurements from two factories [108]. Fog-RAN Enabled Multi-Connectivity and

Multi-Cell Scheduling Framework for 5G URLLC is studied in detail in [109]. [110] de-

scribes the packet duplication functionality in 5G-NR and highlights the related technical

challenges. The Survey in [111] provides an overview of different MC concepts and

scheduling categories. Three main scheduling categories were identified: packet duplica-

tion, packet splitting and load balancing. A multi-connectivity concept for a cloud radio

access network as a solution for mobility related link failures and throughput degradation

of cell-edge users is proposed in [112]. Authors in [113] study the performance analysis

of Packet Duplication for reliability enhancement of Wireless Links in 5G.

In order to provide ultra-reliable services to mobile users there is a need for net-

work architectures that tightly and seamlessly integrate the LTE and mmWave Radio Ac-

cess Technologies and two possible alternatives are presented in [114] with simulation
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tools to assess and compare their performance. Authors in [115] evaluate and show the

tremendous transmit power reduction of multi-connectivity over single-connectivity, by

analytically deriving the corresponding SNR gain. [116] presents an analytical study of

the outage probability enhancement with multi-connectivity, and analyses its cost in terms

of resource usage. The performance analysis is further compared against conventional

single-connectivity transmission. [117] aims to provide a broad perspective on the funda-

mental trade offs in URLLC, as well as the principles used in building access protocols.

4.3 Fade Duration Outage Probability Analysis for Handover Enhancement

Wireless networks are deploying a myriad of small cells for densification of the

network with the aim of improving coverage and helping offload users from the macro

sites. This has caused BSs to get closer to each other and users, switching connections

more often between these BSs. Handover techniques have to be revised in order to avoid

the ping pong effect where a user keeps switching between BSs for more than required.

Many RF-related physical parameters play an important role in cellular handovers. Shad-

owing, multipath, channel path loss, etc. can all contribute to a handoff decision. Today,

most handover decisions are based on SINR values. As the SINR drops below a certain

threshold, the network initiates a handover. Especially for high speed users, the SINR

changes are often quick and handover needs to happen well on time. A standard event

list is defined by the 3GPP standards but the values for the threshold are normally at the

discretion of the service provider and are altered as per the requirements of the user or the

application.
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Managing handovers in cellular systems is still one of the most important chal-

lenges we face today. Current standards and protocols make them strong but still not as

efficient and reliable as required. Decisions are often designed around the SNR and/or

the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) which have proven to be correct and have

catered to the user well so far. Any enhancements or newly proposed handover tech-

niques are also usually based on SNR/RSRP values. Handovers occur when SNR goes

below a certain threshold value for more than a predetermined time period commonly

known as the time-to-trigger (TTT). There often is some hysteresis (+/-) for the given

threshold also to avoid the ping pong effect. Common methods of handover decisions

involve having multiple sets of rules for a variety of users. For example, SNR perfor-

mance is severely degraded for high speed users. So, one technique reduces the TTT and

modifies the threshold values to facilitate fast handovers. Slow users would have another

set of thresholds and TTT value. Unlike traditional SNR measurements, we show that

handovers based on Fade Duration Outage Probability (FDOP) have a greater impact on

user quality of experience.

4.3.1 Proposed System Model

In a cellular system, a user will always have one connection with the base sta-

tion (BS) when it is in connected mode and when this connection changes, it is called a

handover. But when the same connection with a BS changes when in idle mode, a user

performs a cell selection or re-selection to get into the connected mode. Reliability of a

cellular system depends on a lot of factors and the signaling and data bearer are two sepa-

rate connections. This demands for multi-connectivity with different eNodeB to improve
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reliability of the user connection. In our model shown above, we consider two scenarios,

first with a user having a single connection with a BS, and the second has a user con-

nected to multiple independent BSs. Each connection in the second scenario will have its

own channel conditions and these connections are in parallel sending duplicate data. It is

important, however, not to send fully duplicate data, since this wastes resources. We also

show that this is unnecessary. We propose a fractional packet duplication strategy to just

meet FDOP requirements.

Figure 38: (a) Single Macro (b) Multiple Macro (c) Single Macro and Single Femto

Fig. 38(a) shows a user connected to a single macro BS and as it moves away from

the coverage area of this BS it will be handed over to another nearby macro BS. This deci-

sion in our case will be based on the FDOP. This user is still always connected to a single

BS at any given time. Fig. 38(b) shows that a user is connected to multiple macro BSs

at the same time that have the lowest FDOP values. Now every independent connection

is monitored and if the FDOP increases above a certain threshold value as compared to
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neighboring BS, handover may be triggered, and the user will have a new connection. We

ensure that the combined FDOP value is the least for all possible connections of the user

at the given time instant. Say the independent FDOPk is represented as Pk where ‘k’

is the index of the BS. We also consider PT as the threshold value of the FDOP for all

connections in that network.

Now we have BS1, BS2 and BS3 that are connected to the user and their FDOPk

are P1, P2 and P3 respectively for FDOPcombined=P1 P2 P3. The neighboring BS4 and

BS5 have similar FDOPk based upon the user location as P4 and P5. When the user

moves and P1 > PT for a given time period or more, normally known as the time-to-

trigger (TTT), then P4 and P5 will be computed and compared with the P1 and PT values.

The combined FDOP is also compared for FDOPcombined=(P1 P2 P3), (P2 P3 P4),

and (P2 P3 P5). Based upon the lowest individual and combined results, the next BS

is chosen which could be to choose P4, P5 or even stay with P1. This helps maintain

connectivity with three BS at the same time all having the lowest FDOP values and also

their combined FDOP being the lowest of all the available combinations. Fig. 38(c) shows

multi connectivity with a macro cell and a small cell at the same time. We represent a

femto cell by HeNB or HeNodeB in our case, where H stands for heterogeneous.

4.3.2 FDOP Comparisons and Results

In this section we compare FDOP and SNR-based schemes, bit error rate (BER)

and block error rate (BLER) are the two measures of error based upon the SNR values of

the channel. All are compared based on outage scenarios consistent with their metrics.

We show that FDOP measures require earlier handovers but with more time to complete
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that handover. In the next section, through FDOP comparisons, we show the importance

of multi-connected users and also introduce fractional packet duplication, that allows the

best use of multiple connections. We make the common assumption for non-line-of-sight

situations that the received signal is affected by Rayleigh fading. The longer it remains

in a deep fade the greater the effect to the original signal. We denote the outage due to

fading as FDOP, which considers the depth and duration of the fade as both significant.

The FDOP between UE and BS k is the probability a signal will stay below R0 for a

duration longer than Tthr. In terms of fout,τout, FDOP can be computed as:

FDOPk = foutτ̄ out (4.1)

where fout represents the fading rate and τout is average duration of an outage. Based on

Rice’s work, an outage occurs when fade time τf exceeds the threshold value Tthr, the

probability of which can be denoted as

Pτ f(τ f ≥ Tthr) =
2

x
I1

(
2

πx2

)
exp

(
− 2

πx2

)
(4.2)

I1 (x) represents a modified Bessel function order one and x =Tthr/AFD. The pdf of the

fade duration is shown in [90] equation (18) as:

=
1

τ̄ f

d

dx
c

[
2

x
I1

(
2

πx2

)
exp

(
− 2

πx2

)]
(4.3)

Per [90] equation (19), the pdf of the outage duration τout (when τf≥Tthr) can be denoted:

fτ out
(τ out) =

fτ f
(τ out)

Pτ f(τ f ≥ Tthr)
(4.4)
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From this equation and using [91] equation (5), we have simplified the fade duration

outage probability FDOPk as:

FDOPk = LA
[
e(−

2
πx2 )

(
I1

(
2

πx2

)
I0

(
−2

πx2

))
+ 1

]
(4.5)

where

L = Level Crossing Rate =
√
2πfmρe−ρ2

(4.6)

A = AFD =
eρ

2 − 1√
2πfmρ

(4.7)

ρ = R0/rrms (4.8)

and fm=vfc/c is the max Doppler spread for a velocity v and a carrier frequency

fc. rrms is root-mean-squared of the received signal power, and R0 is the signal amplitude

threshold for a fade during which virtually all data is lost.

We consider a typical cellular network scenario with a pathloss model |hk|=f 2
c

(4πc)−2 d−n, fc = 1800 MHz, pathloss exponent n=3.0. We use additive white Gaussian

thermal noise with the 180 kHz LTE resource block bandwidth and a minimum SNR of 13

dB. SNR is still an important parameter for packet level performance, but FDOP includes

this along with fade duration and uses this to compute R0. FDOP time threshold is used

as 20 ms, which typical for VoIP packets.

Fig. 39 shows calculations of FDOP, BLER, and BER with respect to distance for

our typical cellular configuration. BER is computed for un-coded 16QAM, and BLER is

for the same signal using a block size of 1000 bits. For FDOP, maximum Doppler spreads

of 100 Hz (16.7 m/s) and 33 Hz (5.5 m/s). Given an outage probability, the distance

range that can support that performance (or better) can be seen. For outage levels up
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to a little higher than 10−5, FDOP has a shorter coverage range. For example, at 10−6,

FDOP at 33 Hz has a range of 590m, whereas BLER<10−6 can be satisfied up to 1075m

and BER<10−6 up to 1260m. One could also consider a direct relationship to reliability

relative to a number of “9’s”. A “six 9’s” reliability is 99.9999%=1-10−6. As a real-world

example, we have collaborative research with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),

and their National Aerospace System (NAS) engineering document has a requirement of

five 9’s for service availability of Safety-Critical services where loss of service increases

the risk of the loss of human life [118].

Figure 39: FDOP Outage Probability versus BLER and BER

We assume for the next figures that cell coverage area was set at a radius of 1075

m where BLER= 10−6. Fig. 40(a) shows the coverage areas for 33 Hz FDOP relative to
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that cell. Rings represent outage probabilities 10−6,10−5,10−4 and 10−3 outward from the

center. Fig. 40(b) shows coverage for BLER with rings at those same thresholds. While

FDOP cannot cover 10−6 and 10−5 outage levels as far, the coverage areas for the other

outage levels extend much farther than for BLER.

There are several implications from these plots for handover processes.

• For stringent outage probabilities, such as 10−6 and 10−5 in our examples. FDOP

handovers will be needed earlier.

• FDOP coverage is actually better for higher velocity UEs. This is somewhat coun-

terintuitive, but the stems from the fact that fades are shorter duration.

• Handover processes based on SNR may be missing the impact of BLER. Once the

BLER reaches the threshold, the performance gets worse very quickly.

• FDOP requires measurement of Doppler spread in addition to SNR. This will be

discussed in a sequel, along with a full investigation of Tthr and R0 for different

applications.

• Since FDOP has more implications for performance of applications and for user

expectations, we can take advantage of the fact that FDOP degradation occurs more

slowly. This actually provides more time for handovers than may have been as-

sumed previously. Some hysteresis (+/-) here for the given threshold also avoids

the ping pong effect.

• Since FDOP decays slowly, it also provides more opportunities for dual connectiv-
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ity, discussed in the next section.

Figure 40: Coverage Range based on (a) FDOP and (b) BLER

4.3.3 Multi-Connectivity and Fractional Packet Duplication

In Fig. 41 we also show the implications of diversity using more than one parallel

connection between a user and BSs. We have plots for a single receiving connection (1r),

two connections (2r) and three parallel connections (3r) for 33 Hz. Diversity branches

here have the same average received power. The figure also illustrates a single and two

connection diversity for 100 Hz Doppler shift. It can be very clearly seen from the figure

that the reliability is much higher for multiple connections and the FDOP reliabilities stay

low even when the distance from the BS increases. 3GPP Release 12 introduced into LTE.

An important issue, is how would dual connectivity be implemented? Would all

traffic be fully duplicated over the multiple links? In 3GPP Release 14, signaling protocols

in support of packet duplication control were standardized [102]. Little research has been
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Figure 41: FDOP with 1, 2 and 3 Parallel Connections

conducted on use of this feature, so we provide insight based on FDOP. Fig. 42 shows

a scenario with two base stations at distances d=0 and 2000 m. A mobile is moving

from BS1 to BS2 with a 10−6 FDOP requirement. The “Only BS1” curve shows how

the FDOP gets worse away from BS1 and “Only BS2” shows how it improves while

approaching BS2. After 590 m, it is necessary to connect to both BS’s to have an FDOP

less than 10−6. For example, at 750 m, only BS1 would give FDOP1 = 4.2 × 10−6

and only BS2 with FDOP2 = 8.7 × 10−5. If the 2nd link duplicates all packets, the

combined FDOP would be FDOP1 × FDOP2 = 3.6 × 10−10. This is much below the

requirement, and full duplication is wasteful of network resources. Instead, we can show

that if only 75.9% of the packets are duplicated on the weaker link (what we call fractional
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packet duplication), FDOP = 1 × 10−6. The solid line shows the result of fractional

packet duplication; the FDOP requirement is met at all distances. Fig. 43 shows the

proportion of packets duplicated at each distance. Fractional PD is used between 590 m

and 1410 m. Resource usage is significantly reduced, especially when only a few packets

are duplicated. Only from 870 to 1130 m are > 90% duplication rates required.

Figure 42: Reliability for Two Base Stations with and without Fractional Packet Duplica-
tion
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Figure 43: Fractional Packet Duplication Proportions

4.4 Multi Connectivity and Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication in 5G

Any end User Equipment (UE) in the form of a cell phone, mobile tablet, laptop

computer, mobile hotspot, wireless sensor, etc. is considered to have Multi Connectivity

(MC) when connected to more than one Base Station (BS) simultaneously. Most often,

this is termed as a Dual-Connectivity (DC) with just two main connections to two BS

at a time. These two independent RF connections could be between the BS of the same

technology or between two different technology BS like the LTE, 5G NR, UMTS, WiFi,

etc. in conjunction with the Multi-Radio Access Technology (MRAT) standards. MC

is also identified an a critical URLLC enabler as it adopts Spatial diversity where more

than one connection serves the UE from geographically split locations. In addition, Time

and Frequency diversity are also integral to MC. Time diversity could be achieved by the

means of re-transmissions and error correction methods adhering to the delivery within

the expected time interval. The frequencies of multiple signals are separated by coher-

ence bandwidth if on the same band or multiple frequencies are combined for the same

transmission. This can also be achieved by the means of carrier aggregation where data is
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separated over different fading channels. MC has also contributed for the transition from

existing infrastructure to the new 5G networks.

4.4.1 Carrier Aggregation

Introduced in the Advanced Long Term Evolution (LTE-A) standard, Carrier Ag-

gregation (CA) is a means to combine together two or more carrier components (CC) to

increase the transmission bandwidth capacity. This increment in capacity can be achieved

on the DL and the UL, usually the former being higher than the latter. The concept of car-

rier aggregation was first introduced in Rel 10 of the 3GPP where a maximum of 5 carrier

components was allowed on the downlink channel. Since then, this concept has evolved

and allows multiple CA capabilities across different technologies. CA can be inter-band,

meaning CC aggregation between different frequency bands, or can be intra-band, which

means CC aggregation within the same frequency band. The intra-band is further catego-

rized either as a contiguous or a non-contiguous CA which is explained below. The CA

is technically a MAC-layer split and is implemented at the physical layer.

• Inter-Band CA: As shown in Fig. 3(a), CCs from different frequency bands are

combined together.

• Intra-Band Contiguous CA: As shown in Fig. 3(b), CCs from the same frequency

band, which are adjacent to each other, are combined together.

• Intra-Band Non-Contiguous CA: As shown in Fig. 3(c), CCs from the same fre-

quency band which are non-adjacent or fairly spaced apart in frequency domain,

are combined together.
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Figure 44: (a) Intra-Band Contiguous (b) Intra-Band Non-Contiguous (c) Inter-Band CA

4.4.2 Dual Connectivity

Dual Connectivity (DC) introduced in the Rel 12 of 3GPP specifications allows

a UE to be simultaneously connected to two different BS operating on different frequen-

cies. CA usually uses the radio resources of the same BS and same technology but is

always limited by the scarcity of bandwidth availability. DC on the other hand allows the

mobile operators to use the abundant bandwidth resources from different BS to improve

the overall user experience. DC is responsible to increase the user throughput, improve

mobility robustness and also improve resiliency with added diversity. DC is the prime

factor resulting in speedy deployment of the 5G wireless networks worldwide. DC fuels

the air interface design improvements and helps satisfy the stringent latency and reliabil-
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ity requirements of the new 5G use cases. The faster emergence of the 5G is due to the

most accepted approach of deployment Option 3 as defined by the 3GPP standard speci-

fication. This is further categorized as option 3a and 3x based on the user plane diversity

from the UE to the core network.

The CA feature is also deployed in addition with the DC concept, including those

in the Multiple Radio Access Technology (MRAT) environments. For examples, CA of

one LTE CC and one NR CC leads to E-UTRAN New Radio Dual Connectivity (ENDC)

at higher layers and an ultimate CA at the physical layer. DC can also be purely LTE base

or NR based, like the NRDC solution involving one Sub-6 NR gNB and one mmWave

5G gNB with a PDCP split. The Figure shows Single-RAT and MRAT deployments with

CA feature enablement. With DC, a UE is simultaneously connected to two different base

stations: a master eNB (MeNB) and a secondary eNB (SeNB). The MeNB and the SeNB

operate on different carrier frequencies. The groups of serving cells associated with the

MeNB and the SeNB are referred to as the master cell group (MCG) and secondary cell

group (SCG), respectively. DC is only applicable to UEs in RRC connected mode.

4.4.3 Packet Duplication

Packet Duplication is implemented at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)

layer and can be done for both the control and the data plane. With a UE having a DC,

the source node is responsible to duplicate packets and send over the two independent

networks. These are then combined at the receiver with duplicate ones discarded. Packet

duplication in DC can be implemented with minimal impact via the split bearer architec-

ture, which can also be seen in Fig.45. The PD is similar to the split bearer operation with
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Figure 45: Carrier Aggregation and Dual Connectivity

the same PDCP Packet Data Unit (PDU) being sent over the two separate Radio Link

Control (RLC) / Medium Access Control (MAC) entities or the two nodes.

The PD operation is configured by the Radio Resource Configuration (RRC) layer

and usually done at the radio bearer level. When duplication is configured for a radio

bearer by RRC signaling, an additional RLC entity and an additional logical channel are

added to the radio bearer to handle the duplicated PDCP PDUs. In the case of DC, the two

legs belong to different cell groups, MCG and SCG. Packet duplication may not always be

beneficial during a bearer’s lifetime. So, it should basically depend on channel conditions

and the state of the radio bearer. Also, this is a very wasteful operation for the radio

resource. Hence, dynamic control of packet duplication is desired; packet duplication

must be dynamically activated or deactivated. The dynamic activation/deactivation of

packet duplication operation avoids unnecessary waste of air interface resources.
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Figure 46: Adaptive Packet Duplication

Unlike DC, in CA user data is split in multiple carriers at the MAC layer. Similar

to the DC case, packet duplication is configured by the RRC layer. When duplication is

configured for a radio bearer by RRC, an additional RLC entity and an additional logical

channel are added to the original RLC entity and the logical channel pertaining to a radio

bearer to handle the duplicated PDCP PDUs. However, there is a single MAC entity

as opposed to two separate MAC entities in the case of DC. It has been agreed upon

in 3GPP RAN2 that PDCP duplication on the same carrier is not supported. Therefore,

unlike the DC case, the mapping of the original and duplicate logical channels to different

carriers also needs to be configured by the RRC layer. 3GPP RAN2 has agreed that packet

duplication in CA is not supported if it is already configured in DC.

It is noteworthy that the PDCP layer in LTE already supports duplicate detection
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functionality based on the sequence number. Therefore, if the transmitter sends duplicate

PDCP PDUs (via different legs), only the earlier received PDCP PDU can be processed

at the receiver. The PDCP PDU arriving later is simply discarded without requiring any

changes in the specification. Hence, packet duplication can also be extended to the LTE-

NR DC scenario.

4.4.4 Advantages of Multi-Connectivity

In this section, we briefly discuss the advantages of using the MC/DC.

4.4.4.1 Enhanced Throughput

The UE will be receiving communication over two independent RF links and this

can be fully utilized to sum up the data on both links to obtain higher throughput. In

Ideal conditions, this will be the total theoretical value addition of the two independent

throughput, however, the channel and subsequent RF conditions always have a negative

impact. A challenge is often related with the delay difference between both RF paths or

the out-of-order arrival of packets at the destination which can affect the performance of

upper layers, indeed reducing the throughput.

4.4.4.2 Improved Reliability

Wireless medium is often termed to be a lossy medium and re-transmissions usu-

ally make up for the reliability of wireless communications. This in fact is time consum-

ing and utilizes the rare radio resources which not only affects the latency requirements

but also negatively impact the data transmission on the radio links. Using MC, the re-

transmissions can be reduced as packets can be sent over two channels simultaneously
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meeting the low latency requirements. Spatial diversity also adds up to the reliability by

reducing packet loss and error correction.

4.4.4.3 Robust Mobility

With MC (or DC), UE is connected to both the BS at the same time. This al-

lows for a simultaneous control and/or user plan connectivity over two independent radio

channels. DC can help reduce the interruption times during the handovers along with the

amount of control signaling required. The control signalling is either already established

on the secondary BS or can be moved along easily since UE has UL and DL with the

primary BS. MC can help offload the overhead signalling from the core network to the

Radio Access Network (RAN) due to the existing secondary node connection.

4.4.4.4 Deployment Savings

With the advancement of wireless communications and the increasing number of

devices requiring extremely reliable and high bandwidth connections, service providers

are always trying to improve their network’s coverage and capacity. This includes de-

ploying more BS and utilizing resources from different technologies. The Operational

Expense (OPEX) is very high and a means to help transition to 5G networks is by imple-

menting Dual Connectivity. This allows for existing 4G/LTE BS to work in conjunction

with newer 5G-NR BS to provide better user experience. Also, replacing the existing

infrastructure takes many years and MC allows for the progressive conversion to newer

technology without service interruption.
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4.4.5 Limitations of Multi-Connectivity

In this section, we describe the challenges encountered in the MC operation.

4.4.5.1 Delay and Packet Reordering

Since UE is connected to two different RATs, the Radio Resource Management

(RRM) procedures can be different and radio link conditions can also add up to the trans-

mission delay. The packets might very well arrive out-of-order at the UE. A proper packet

reordering mechanism is needed to solve this problem and avoid excessive buffering

which leads to degraded services for time sensitive applications.

4.4.5.2 Cross Layer Design

This is critical in MC as this can cause to a complete failure of achieving the pri-

mary goals. Proper information sharing is required to achieve efficient usage of network

resources and blend in flexibility. Protocol layers are different with different technologies

and have unique abilities and functionalities. All network resources have to optimally

utilized and designing cross layer is a challenge given the multiple factors affecting the

transmission over wireless channels.

4.4.5.3 Management of Multi-Connectivity

Networks are becoming intelligent with the evolution of Software Defined Net-

works (SDN) and (Network Function Virtualization) NFV but their adaption to existing

cellular networks will take time. Currently, almost all of the network operators make this

decision manually based on their network Key Performance Indicators (KPI). However,
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the environmental conditions change and to incorporate these manually into network’s

decision making is almost impossible. Incorrect decisions on when to activate MC and

when to use SC can degrade user experience. Such decisions can be improved by using

the reinforcement learning and data analytic techniques applied to the network KPI.

4.4.6 ns-3 and mmWave Module

The Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) is an open source platform enabling the simu-

lations of multiple different protocols for cross-layer design and analysis. Based on the

already established LTE LENA platform, ns-3 has come up with a new mmWave module

that is highly modular and flexible which help researchers design and validate their work.

This is a full stack implementation with multiple examples and a wide variety of test con-

figurations, all designed using C++ [95]. We make use of the Dual Connectivity (DC)

functionality on the mmWave module. We utilize the MATLAB tool to further simulate

packet traces received on the Downlink (DL) and the Uplink (UL) to reduce the computa-

tional overhead on ns-3. Our MATLAB code is used to precisely determine the amount of

packet duplication required to maintain a certain Quality of Service (QoS) given the ap-

plication. We optimally can turn ON and OFF the packet duplication in the environment

based upon our scenarios described in further sections.

Fig. 47 gives a high level representation of our simulation layout. We have a User

Equipment (UE) which is dual stack capable, meaning that it supports LTE as well as 5G

mmWave, and is moving from point A to point B. We make use of Dual Connectivity

using two Base Stations BS-1 and BS-2. There is a building between the UE and the

two bases stations. At point A, UE will have some SINR received from both BS but it is
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Figure 47: ns-3 Simulation Setup with One UE, Two Base Stations and One Building

Figure 48: Instantaneous SINR of Base Station 1
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Figure 49: Instantaneous SINR of Base Station 2

closer to and has a line-of-sight (LOS) with BS-1, so the SINR from BS-1 is stronger. As

it moves, this SINR is reduced when UE is behind the building, and this is where is gets

closer to BS-2 and now both the BS SINR are moderately lower. This region behind the

building is where our UE has a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) with both the BS-1 and BS-2.

Finally, as the UE crosses over the building and has a LOS with BS-2, the BS-2 SINR

gets better. This is also when a LOS is established again with BS-1 improving the SINR.

Our UE is always connected to the two BS and this means that the user plane connectivity

is always enabled on both the RF links of the two BS. MC (or DC in our case) represents

that the UE in connected mode is configured to use the available radio resources of both

the BS. So, in the case of a radio link degradation on one of the BS, the other radio link

can be used for the data transmission. This helps with the Radio Link Failures (RLF) and
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Figure 50: Instantaneous and the Best SINR of the Two Base Stations

service disruptions to be significantly reduced.

Our UE is continuously measuring and reporting the SINR of both the Base Sta-

tions. Fig. 48 shows the SINR of BS-1 received on the UE and Fig. 49 shows SINR of

BS-2. We compare and select the better of the two signals at every instant and we repre-

sent that as the Best SINR. Fig. 50 has the Best SINR and the instantaneous SINR from

the two base stations. The SINR for BS-1 varies from 50dB to -30dB whereas the SINR

for BS-2 varies between 35dB to -20dB and the Best SINR will pick the better signal of

the two. The UE sends and receives data from both the base stations on the UL and DL.

Not all data received on the UE is usable as some of the packets could be corrupted and

some could be completely lost due to a deep fades in the signal. So, we make sure that

even if the SINR is acceptable, the data received is not corrupted. We do this by dupli-
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cating the data packets for that particular corrupted packets. Either of the two BS will be

used to duplicate packets based on its user connectivity with the UE.

We have discussed some of the Pros and Cons of Packet Duplication (PD) in

earlier sections. Always ON PD is a wasteful utilization of the available resource and

so we proposed Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication (A-FPD) which will adapt to the

channel conditions and duplicate packets only when necessary on the secondary RF link.

We proposed multiple schemes to turn ON and OFF the Packet Duplication (PD). The

first scheme proposed for PD is when the SINR difference between the two base stations

is under a certain predefined threshold value, called Delta. A smaller SINR difference,

or Delta, means that the channel conditions for the two base stations are similar and a

higher difference means that the RF channel conditions are very different for the two

base stations. Our goal is utilizing both the RF links when SINR received from both

base stations is similar, or the delta is small. So, we will turn ON PD for a smaller delta

threshold value and turn it OFF when delta is off the threshold limit. Duplicating packets

with a higher delta will not benefit as much since one of the SINR value will be worse

than the other and anything received on this worse link will be corrupt and UE will always

chose the packets received on the better SINR link.

4.4.7 Simulation Results

As mentioned earlier, we make use of the ns-3 network simulator and especially

the mmWave module of the simulator that is being developed by NYU Wireless and the

University of Padova [95]. This module is specifically designed for the simulation of 5G

cellular networks operating at mmWaves. It has custom PHY and MAC classes to sup-
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port the 5G NR frame structure and the numerologies. It supports Carrier Aggregation

(CA) at the MAC layer and also supports Dual Connectivity (DC) with LTE BS. We have

approached our Adaptive-Fractional Packet Duplication schemes in 3 different ways as

mentioned below in detail. SINR Threshold or Delta SINR is using two or more RF chan-

nels to duplicate packets when their RF characteristics are not very different from each

other. The second method uses the Fade threshold where if a signal drops below a certain

value, packets will be duplicated on two or more RF links. The third method is Distri-

bution based where our rate of packet duplication depends on the random exponential

variable.

4.4.7.1 SINR Based Packet Duplication

The activation and deactivation of packet duplication requires control signalling

and if this is done many times, a lot of radio resources will be used for the control sig-

nalling which will be against our goal of efficient utilization of RF resources. If the

instantaneous SINR is to be taken into account to make decisions on PD, we observed

that the activation-deactivation operation happens multiple times over a single data com-

munication session. So, we average out the SINR over a certain sample size, and then

use the Average SINR value for PD. This helps reduce the number of switches and hence

the signaling overhead. We have shown two sample size, 500 and 50, to average out the

instantaneous SINR from both the BS. PD activation and deactivation for multiple delta

threshold values for a average SINR sample size of 500 is shown in Figs. 51 - 52. Sim-

ilarly, the same is shown in Figs. 53 - 54 for average SINR sample size of 50, showing

many more on-off PD transitions.
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Figure 51: PD with Average (500 Sample Size) SINR difference of <=10dB

Figure 52: PD with Average (500 Sample Size) SINR difference of <=20dB

Regarding the difference in SINR values, the smaller the delta threshold, less

likely is the PD as RF channel conditions for the two base stations are different. And
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Figure 53: PD with Average (50 Sample Size) SINR difference of <=10dB

Figure 54: PD with Average (50 Sample Size) SINR difference of <=20dB

a higher delta threshold means more PD. You will notice that the PD will not toggle more

often with higher delta but will have more switching for a smaller delta threshold, clearly
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Figure 55: Difference in Average SINR (500 Sample Size) Based PD

Figure 56: Difference in Average SINR (50 Sample Size) Based PD

showing that even average SINR has many fluctuations over time given the unpredictable

RF conditions. Fig. 55 shows for the delta SINR on the X-axis, how much reduction in

corrupt packets can be achieved with PD. We also show how much of the actual packet
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Figure 57: Actual Number of Times PD is Triggered

duplication will be required to reach this number. For example, 35.38% packet duplica-

tion will be required to have 5.45% of corrupt packets in the overall communication. This

amount of PD will increase in order to achieve minimum corrupt packets. In contrast to

the average SINR with sample size of 500, we simulate the environment using average

SINR with sample size of 50 and the chart is shown in Fig. 56. Average SINR with 50

sample size has a lot more fluctuations than the average SINR with 500 sample size, the

PD switching happens a lot more times. Fig. 57 will show you the number of times pack-

ets duplication was triggered for average SINR with 500 and 50 sample size for the two

base stations.

4.4.7.2 FDOP Based Packet Duplication

As discussed in the earlier portion of this chapter, Fade Duration Outage Proba-

bility (FDOP) defines a time over which a communication will fail if a fade persists too
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long. As per Fig. 48 and Fig. 49, the average SINR with a smaller sample size of 50

shows very drastic changes over a very small interval of time. If the SINR falls below a

certain minimum acceptable value, any packets transmitted over that time interval could

be either corrupt or completely lost. This fading of the signal below a certain thresh-

old value is used to decide whether or not the packets will be duplicated. Figs. 58 - 59

show the packet duplication operation for the different Fade Threshold values used in our

simulation for average SINR sample size of 500. Figs. 60 - 61 represent the very same

information for average SINR sample size of 50.

Figure 58: PD with Average (500 Sample Size) Fade Threshold of 15dB

Fig. 62 shows for the Fade threshold on the X-axis, how much reduction in corrupt

packets can be achieved with PD. We also show how much of the actual packet duplication

will be required to reach this number. For example, 52.52% packet duplication will be

required to have 4.05% of corrupt packets in the overall communication. This amount
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Figure 59: PPD with Average (500 Sample Size) Fade Threshold of 30dB

Figure 60: PPD with Average (50 Sample Size) Fade Threshold of 15dB

of PD will increase in order to achieve minimum corrupt packets. This also means more

radio resource utilization. In contrast to the average SINR with sample size of 500, we
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Figure 61: PD with Average (50 Sample Size) Fade Threshold of 30dB

Figure 62: Fade Threshold (500 Sample Size) Based PD

simulate the environment using average SINR with sample size of 50 and the chart is

shown in Fig. 63. Average SINR with 50 sample size has a lot more fluctuations than the
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Figure 63: Fade Threshold (50 Sample Size) Based PD

Figure 64: Actual Number of Times PD is Triggered

average SINR with 500 sample size, the PD switching happens a lot more times. Fig. 64

will show you the number of times packets duplication was triggered for average SINR

with 500 and 50 sample size for the two base stations.
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Figure 65: PD Based on Exponential Random Variable

4.4.7.3 Distribution Based Packet Duplication

We select exponential random variables to decide the rates of enabling and dis-

abling the PD. We would turn the PD ON and OFF randomly based on our exponential

rates [94]. If both BS and UE agree on the random number generator and seed, theo-

retically there would be no signalling overhead to turn on and off PD. This can also be

termed as Zero signalling mechanism. An advantage of our method is that the UE and

BS would be more aware of the event occurrences since random ON and OFF can always

be studied and required resources can always be made available beforehand. As you can

see in Fig. 65, the exponential random rate of starting duplication is plotted on the x-axis

and exponential random rate of stopping duplication is plotted on the z-axis. The 3D plot
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shows how the packet duplication is impacted due to the coordination on these two expo-

nential random variables impacting the PD ON and OFF rates. A 100% PD is achieved

when the log of the starting duplication rate is about 2.5 (rate equals 102.5 = 316 starts

per second) and corresponding log of the stopping duplication rate is at -0.5 (rate equals

10−0.5 = 0.32 stops per second). The reverse is for the 0% PD where the log of the start-

ing duplication rate is about -0.5 and corresponding log of the stopping duplication rate

is at 2.5.

Figure 66: Corrupt PD Based on Exponential Random Variable

The corresponding corrupt packets are shows in Fig. 66. Similar to the above

plot, a lower starting duplication rate along with a higher stopping duplication rate yields

over 9% corrupt packets. And a maximum starting duplication rate with a lower stopping
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duplication rate gives corrupt packet percentage close to 2%. Lastly, Fig. 67 shows the

number of times PD is triggered in the entire communication. It can be clearly seen that

when both the starting duplication and stopping duplication rates are high, the number

of switches is also high. The PD switches are the lowest when both these rates are at

their lowest. This study can be used to understand and analyze the RF channel and the

actual amount of PD can be determined. In this study, we have used the same mean

starting and stopping rates throughout the simulation. But as seen Fig. 50, the mean SINR

values change over the course of a simulation when affected by buildings and distance.

In [94], the best starting and stopping rates are based on average SINR. So it would be

advantageous in practical application to have some adjustment of starting and stopping

rates over time; however, these would change infrequently.

Figure 67: Actual Number of Times PD is Triggered
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4.5 Conclusion

The handover process has to be efficient to meet requirements and not waste re-

sources. FDOP provides a direct relationship with quality of connection. FDOP requires

earlier handovers than SINR-based, but with more time to complete that handover. In

some cases, usable coverage is less than expected, but the handover process can also

be more relaxed in the time required for completion. A key result, however, is the use of

fractional packet duplication along with FDOP. We can only use the number of duplicated

packets that are really required. Since FDOP provides a direct understanding of user and

application quality, the duplicated packets can be limited to only what is required. It also

helps the network make an early decision and protects the user from losing any connection

with the network, fulfilling the URLLC network requirements. Our work can be expanded

to incorporate the Stochastic geometry of the surroundings to make FDOP more accurate.

The radio resources are very limited and need to be very efficiently used to meet

the reliability and low latency requirements in 5G. Multi-Connectivity adds Spatial Di-

versity but also helps with beam forming and massive-MIMO in case of mmWave con-

nections. Our proposed Adaptive Fractional Packet Duplication scheme will allow for the

flexibility in the network to turn ON and OFF the PD. Our multiple schemes using the

SINR or Fade threshold are the most effective ones as they require small changes in real

network algorithms. Since a complete PD is wasteful over the entire transmission time,

all our simulation results clearly show when and where PD will be effective and help

understand the channel conditions even clearly. A network operator can thus decide on

PD depending on the resource availability and application requirements. Future work can
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include more than two connections and can also include the WiFi6 standards to improve

data rates and help with cellular network offloading.
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CHAPTER 5

DEEPSLICE AND SECURE5G: A DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORK TOWARDS

AN EFFICIENT, RELIABLE AND SECURE NETWORK SLICING IN 5G

NETWORKS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on two of our papers published on optimization of secure 5G

network slicing, "Deepslice: A deep learning approach towards an efficient and reliable

network slicing in 5G networks” by A. Thantharate, R. Paropkari, V. Walunj, and C.

Beard, published in the 2019 IEEE 10th Annual Ubiquitous Computing, Electronics and

Mobile Communication Conference and the second paper “Secure5G: A deep learning

framework towards a secure network slicing in 5G and beyond,” by A. Thantharate, R.

Paropkari, V. Walunj, C. Beard, and P. Kankariya, published in the 2020 10th Annual

Computing and Communication Workshop and Conference (CCWC). I want to thank my

co-authors for their contribution towards this research and their help with writing the

papers.

The evolution of the 5G network has opened an arena of possibilities and capabil-

ities that are unavailable in the present day’s 4G/LTE network. The critical aspect of 5G

wireless digital transformation will enable the network operators to move their network

functions into virtualized core and cloud, leading to new vertical use cases for businesses,

enterprises, and consumers. The growing opportunities have resulted in a race among the
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network operators and service providers to deploy network slicing functions. Network

Slicing provides ease of operation and flexibility to create multiple logical networks on

top of a commonly shared physical network infrastructure. Network Slicing will also al-

low for the orchestration of a dedicated end-to-end network for specific applications at

scale while maintaining their respective service demands and needs.

We basically break this down into two parts, first we propose the DeepSlice model

in section 5.3 and then we discuss our Secure5G model in section 5.4 with various use

cases. The main goals of our DeepSlice model are (1) appropriate selection of a network

slice for a device, (2) correct slice prediction and allocating enough resources to that slice

based on the traffic prediction, and (3) adaptation of slice assignments in cases of network

failures. The key tools for accomplishing these goals are deep learning neural networks.

This work makes use of ML and Deep Learning Neural Networks (DLNN) to help make

the most efficient and optimized selection of network slices for devices and/or services.

Our DeepSlice model also analyzes the overall traffic pattern and can predict future traffic,

so it can allocate resources, in advance, to the most appropriate slice.

For the Secure5G part we have addressed the issue of DDoS attack in 5G network

from the UE perspective. We have developed a ‘Secure5G’ model based on deep learning

techniques for Network Slicing function in 5G with an aim to (1) identify the incoming

connection request and assign the most optimal slice based on the device type, (2) verifi-

cation of the connection request if it is legit or a potential threat, and (3) implementation

of an action, either assignment of appropriate network slice (valid request) or transfer to

the quarantine slice (malicious request). The aim of the Secure5G is to mitigate the DDoS
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initiation attacks by UE’s, by making sure UE’s can access network slices only after be-

ing authenticated and/or authorized minimizing the risk of denial of service. Secure5G

protects the system in case of Volume-based flooding attack and in case where hackers

mask the device identity and tries to exploit the network slice by requesting system access

with low secured slice instance. The Secure5G model analyzes the overall traffic pattern

and can predict future traffic so that it can allocate resources, in advance, to the most

appropriate slice securely.

3GPP Rel. 15 has covered several technical specifications, important ones include

the new security measurement for rogue, false base stations by masking the subscriber

permanent identifier (SUPI), so that the rogue base station cannot track the subscriber in

5G network. 5G Globally Unique Temporary Identifier (5G-GUTI) is another improve-

ment where UE and RAN have a mandatory requirement to refresh the GUTI from initial

registration to mobility registration update. At the time of writing this work, 3GPP Rel.

16 which is expected to be available mid-2020 and list of work items those are being

considered for standardization indicates the security requirements for Enhanced Network

Slicing, URLLC for 5G Core and Cellular IoT [119].

The vision of next-generation 5G networks is to improve the capacity, coverage,

security and connectivity of existing 4G networks. Network operators are designing the

mmWave network to meet high capacity demand and relying on Sub 6 GHz 4G/LTE

network for coverage. The current release of ‘5G NR’ is based on 3GPP Release 15,

which takes advantage of both sub-6 GHz and above 24 GHz to achieve substantial peak

throughputs and low latencies. Current 5G deployment is on an overlay of the 4G LTE
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Figure 68: 3GPP based Network Slicing Framework

network and different service providers are following a different approach. Mobile Net-

work Operators (MNO) are deploying or planning to deploy 5G using two architectures

- Non-Standalone (NSA) and Standalone (SA). NSA is an evolutionary step for network

operators to offer 5G services without building out a brand new dedicated 5G core net-

work. In Non-Standalone, 5G-enabled smartphones will connect to 5G frequencies for

data-throughput purposes but still use 4G/LTE for all control plane signaling to the cell

towers and servers. On the other hand, Standalone will have its own dedicated core, and

a UE will be able to use the 5G NR core for control plane signaling as well. SA will

also support the growth of new cellular use cases such as Network Slicing, Control and

User Plane Separation (CUPS), Virtualization, Multi-Gbps support, URLLC, and other

such aspects that will be natively built into the 5G SA Packet Core architecture. We can-

not ignore the fact that the threat and security loopholes with the evolution of these new
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networks are growing substantially.

Fig. 68 illustrates the general layout of Network Slicing in 5G mobile networks.

A core network slice is composed, on the control plane side, of a Session Management

Function (SMF), which manages protocol data unit (PDU) sessions, and, on the user plane

side, of a User Plane Function (UPF) and possibly other functions. Some network func-

tions on the control plane are common and shared among multiple RAN and core network

slices. An excellent example of a shared function is the Access and Mobility Management

Function (AMF). To create a robust Network Slicing framework per 3rd Generation Part-

nership Project (3GPP) specifications [119], Network slices should be isolated from each

other to avoid control plane congestion on one slice (e.g., using one SMF in slice dedi-

cated for broadband applications) to affect the control plane of other slices (e.g., to affect

potentially critical IoT applications). Since some common core network functions like

AMF, PCF and UDM, etc. are shared between multiple dedicated core network slices,

the interaction between shared NFs and NFs in dedicated network slices must be isolated

from each other as well.

We introduce 5G network slicing and deep learning concepts in Section 5.1, most

of the background work details are in Section 5.2, we explain our DeepSlice model in

Section 5.3 with results and discuss its application for our use cases of slice prediction for

unknown device types, load balancing and network failover scenario. In Section 5.4 we

propose Secure5G model with use case evaluation and results. Finally, in Section 5.5 we

conclude our work and propose possible future extension.
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5.2 Related Work

Authors in [120] explore the multi-tenancy nature of the 5G network slicing by

demonstrating how the capacity of a MVNO is affected by the number of users, transmit

power. SDN and NFV-based 5G core network architecture is defined in [121]. Ping and

Akihiro propose an application-specific mobile network deep learning architecture to ap-

ply application specific radio spectrum scheduling in the RAN [122]. Authors in [123]

propose a framework to prioritize network traffic for smart cities using a priority man-

agement SDN approach. Taewhan started work early on network slicing and discusses

standardization of network slicing, network slice selection, identifying slice-independent

functions and then proposes an architecture for slicing and the RRC frame [124].

Other than this work, no other work to our knowledge considers the easily over-

looked but difficult problem of deciding which devices and connections should be as-

signed to which network slices. And our work here is the first to use deep learning to ad-

dress this problem, which will provide benefits of fast, flexible, accurate and informative

decision making in the process. The authors in [27] contrasts Fade Duration Outage Prob-

ability (FDOP) based handover requirements with the traditional SINR based handovers

methods in cellular systems. Another SDN and NFV based work on slicing demonstrates

dynamic data rate allocation and the ability to provide hard service guarantees on 5G

new radio air interfaces [125]. Many industry white papers and network surveys have

been published and an Ericsson mobility report predicts the growth of mobile devices, 5G

network connections and the overall data usage in coming years [3]. As for network intel-

ligence, the authors in [22] represented handovers using matrix exponential distributions
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for public safety and emergency communications, which helps make handover decisions

more accurate considering all the different parameters involved in the decision process.

Authors in [126] present network survivability framework in 5G networks demon-

strating network virtualization with multiple providers which necessitates network slicing

in 5G. Virtualized networks or slices of virtualized networks are selected and assigned

based on QCI and security requirements associated with a requested service in [127].

Campolo, et. al., share their vision about V2X network slicing by pin-pointing key re-

quirements and providing a set of design guidelines, aligned with ongoing 3GPP stan-

dard specifications and network softwarization directions in [128]. The proposed model

in [129] enables a cost-optimal deployment of network slices allowing a mobile network

operator to efficiently allocate the underlying layer resources according to its users’ re-

quirements. However, none of their work considers the possibility of multiple service

requirements requested by the same device, especially requested by an unknow device.

Also, network slice load balancing and future prediction of traffic is unique in our work,

especially with the use of ML and DL neural networks.

The 5G Network Slicing concept is fully utilized to manage the network traffic and

route the connections to the most appropriate slice using DLNNs and understanding of

what the connection demands in [24] A mathematical model that can provide on-demand

slice isolation as well as guarantee end-to-end delay for 5G core network slices is pro-

posed in [130] to proactively mitigate Distributed Denial-of-Service attacks in 5G core

using slice isolation. The network slices relying solely on common infrastructure can-

not meet highest isolation requirements and therefore authors in [131] introduce different
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novel provisioning models for 3rd-party slices and discuss their isolation properties. Au-

thors in [132] propose an efficient and secure service-oriented authentication framework

supporting network slicing and fog computing for 5G-enabled IoT services. The also

introduced a privacy preserving slice selection mechanism to preserve both configured

slice types and accessing service types of users. [126] proposes a 5G network architecture

framework with network virtualization among multiple providers, and a self-organizing

ad hoc network among the eNBs that may use another provider for network resilience

when the aggregation network and the backhaul network fail.

As for network intelligence, the authors in [22] [27] represented handovers using

Markov Chain Matrix Exponential (ME) distributions for public safety and emergency

communications, which helps make handover decisions more accurate considering all

the different parameters involved in the decision process. Three different models are

demonstrated in [133] using the CoAP and MQTT application protocol, which aims at

providing efficient mechanisms and methods for over-the-air (OTA) delivery of software

updates and security patches to IoT devices. Authors also evaluate which protocol is

better suited for proposed models and applications. [134] applies a deep auto-encoded

dense neural network algorithm for detecting intrusion or attacks in 5G and IoT network

for flooding, impersonation and injection type of attacks.

5.3 5G Network Slicing, Machine Learning and Deep Learning

The current LTE architecture has a rigid framework that is not very flexible or

scalable to adapt to diverse use cases. It often lacks customization when it comes to of-
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fering any tailored business requirements or to meet specific business demands. With

growing mobile data and consumer demands, business needs for faster connectivity and

higher throughput cannot be fulfilled by today’s 4G LTE network. Network slicing in

5G can cost-effectively deliver multiple logical networks over the same physical infras-

tructure. SDN and NFV together would allow us to manipulate these slices as and when

needed without having to touch multiple different physical equipment in the network.

Almost ‘no-disruption’ to any existing services is possible. Currently, service providers

must configure and stitch together several components and equipment to achieve network

slicing in 4G. Use of Access Point Name (APN) or Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN

ID) are examples that service providers implement today for Mobile Virtual Network Op-

erator (MVNOs), enterprise customers, etc. There is a lot of work done on optimization

and efficient scheduling of radio and network resources; however, application or service-

based resource allocation is a necessity and a must-have feature in 5G networks.

Operators have a huge amount of data traffic coming through their network which

will increase with growing number of devices and additional services of 5G networks.

This traffic can be segmented and dealt with individually and independently. It will benefit

any service provider as they can now charge differently for each sliced segment and even

adjust the cost for each slice, leading to a balance between business profitability and

customer satisfaction. In addition, 5G network slicing allows service providers to build

for all current use cases that have been around for a while, and some emerging applications

and services as well. It will provide a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Each network slice can

be isolated, have individual control and policy management systems. The inclusion of ML
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here will allow us to analyze any unknowns and take necessary corrective actions. ML

will provide network analysis of the huge data which can be studied further to efficiently

and cost effectively modify any given slice as needed. DL for instance, as represented in

Fig. 69, can trigger automation in the network to modify available resources and make

changes on the go. DL will be responsible not only to provide and process, but also make

an intelligent decision for network resource adaptation without any human intervention.

It will also combine a variety of factors to make the best decisions, possibly too many

factors for a human to consider at once or even be able to process in a short time.

Figure 69: General Deep Learning Neural Network

DL will perform real-time analysis for any given slice to determine the network

performance, create a potential baseline for performance, be proactive in anticipating

problems, inspect different network elements, and find out if anything is abnormal. A

simple example could be on a slice for fixed wireless enterprise network, wherein if the

network sees a sudden demand increase, automation can add more capacity in real time to

provide efficient communication. This will help to create any newly required services or

slices in the network. Automation will facilitate all this in a shorter timespan without caus-
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ing any performance issues to an on-going session. Current hurdles in implementation of

network slicing are organizational, as one will have to touch several different pieces of

hardware and groups in a service provider network, to make a single change. The pro-

grammability capabilities of 5G will provide flexibility to seamlessly stitch together an

end-to-end service for any application. A typical consumer would request parameters like

data rate, latency, mobility, isolation, power constraints, etc. Accordingly, a specific net-

work slice type is provisioned if the existing network slice instance does not have enough

capacity and associated network functions are initiated on demand.

Each use case receives an optimized set of resources in the network topology cov-

ering several SLA specified factors like connectivity, latency, priority, service availability,

speed, capacity, etc. that suit the need of an application. The key parameters that are

determined for network slicing are the slice type, bandwidth, throughput, latency, equip-

ment type, mobility, reliability, isolation, power, etc. 5G enables enormous amounts of

data collection, and this leads to the need of ML for big data analytics. Some of the

most relevant and useful ML-based applications in the wireless industry are identifying

and restarting sleeping cellular cells, optimizing mobile tower operations, faster wire-

less channel adoption, facilitating targeted marketing, autonomous decision making in

IoT networks, real-time data analysis, predictive maintenance, customer churn, sentiment

analysis by social networking, fraud detection, e-commerce, etc. ML implementation in

Uber-like applications will have many advantages since Uber follows differential pric-

ing in real time based on the demand, cars available, weather conditions, rush hour, etc.

and so ML-based platform will allow for better accuracy and future prediction based on
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enormous data from the past and in the present.

5.3.1 Proposed System Model - DeepSlice

Neural networks are widely used in the industry today, and their usage will only

grow as the ever-growing devices on 5G networks generate massive data. Accurate analy-

sis and decision making will be overwhelming for any human being and faster processing

times are required. We first create an ML model and later build a DLNN to help decide

which network slice to use for given input information. The developed ‘DeepSlice’ is

then used to manage network load, slice failure conditions and detect the most appropri-

ate slice for any new unknown device type connecting to the network. A statistical ML

model is based on the Random Forest (RF) algorithm, and the DeepSlice uses a convolu-

tional neural network (CNN) classifier. Both RF and CNN are widely used models in their

respective domains. We use the exact same dataset for both our ML and DLNN models

consisting of over 65,000 unique input combinations.

Our dataset includes most relevant KPIs from both the network and the devices,

including the type of device used to connect (Smartphone, IoT device, URLLC device,

etc.), User Equipment (UE) category, QoS Class Identifier (QCI), packet delay budget,

maximum packet loss, time and day of the week, etc. These KPIs can be captured from

control packets between the UE and network. Since our model will run internally on the

network, all this information is readily available. We have multiple different types of input

devices requesting access to our system. As shown in Fig. 70, these include smartphones,

general IoT devices, AR-VR devices, Industry 4.0 traffic, e911 or public safety commu-

nication, healthcare, smart city or smart homes traffic, etc. or even an unknown device
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Figure 70: General Representation of our Deep Learning Neural Network Model ‘Deep-
Slice’ consisting of Network Slices

requesting access to one or multiple services. These have UE category values defined to

them and the network also allocates a pre-defined QCI value to each service request. In

5G, the packet delay budget and the packet loss rate are an integral part of the 5QI (5G

QoS Identifier), and we have them included in our model. DeepSlice will also observe

what time and day of the week is the request received in the system. All this informa-

tion will be recorded and used by our DLNN to make smart decisions in the present and

efficiently predict network resource reservation for the future.

In , we have shown highlights of the features of our simulation model. The sec-

ond column shows the average time duration spent in the system by each of the incoming

requests. All these incoming requests are directed to one or more of the network slices

as predicted. We have also considered some variations in the traffic types; mMTC de-
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vices can be further categorized as ones requiring a continuous connection link and others

needing only a momentary connection to send data periodically. Smartphone devices can

be used by common users to make phone calls, browse the web and at the same time by

first responders in an emergency (lower packet loss and packet delay). Our pre-defined

slice categories include enhanced Mobile Broad Band (eMBB), Ultra Reliable Low La-

tency Communication (URLLC), massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) and

the Master slice. The Master slice is the slice that will have network functions belonging

to each of the other slices. It can always act as a back-up slice, in a hot-standby, and will

be used depending on the load on other slices.

In our proposed model, we predict the network load on each network slice based

on the previous information of incoming connections and keep track of which output ‘net-

work slice’ is being utilized the most. We then allocate incoming traffic to the network

by efficiently distributing them between all the slices as desired. We have used Keras

which is a deep learning library in Python for our model simulations. A DLNN is re-

quired as there are no clear sets of rules for how each incoming device type should be

treated. Cellular handovers, for example, are based upon several network factors. With

Table 4: Feature highlights of our DeepSlice simulation model
Input Type Duration Packet Loss Rate Packet Delay Budget (ms) Predicted Slice
Smartphone 300 or IoT 10−2/10−3/10−6 60/75/100/150/300 eMBB/mMTC
IoT Device 60 10−2 50/300 mMTC

Smart Transportation 60 10−6 10 URLLC
Industry 4.0 180 10−3/10−6 10/50 mMTC/URLLC

AR/VR/Gaming5 600 10−3 10/50 eMBB
Healthcare 180 10−6 10 URLLC

Public Safety / E911 300 10−6 10 URLLC
Smart City / Home 120 10−2 50/300 mMTC

Unknown Device Type / Home 60/120/180/300 10−2/10−3/10−6 10/50/60/75/100/150/300 eMBB/mMTC/URLLC
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every new scenario, an intelligent network can learn and adapt very quickly to changes

or new requirements compared to traditional algorithms. DLNN can help identify and

accommodate the unknows in the network.

5.3.1.1 Machine Learning with Random Forest Algorithm

When we have a well-structured data with multiple attributes, use of Random

Forest (RF) along with DLNN is the most recommended option. RF is a supervised

learning model and mainly used to build predictive models for both classification and

regression problems. The main reason for selecting RF for our model over k-Nearest

Neighbor, Naive Bayes, or Decision Tree is simply because of the nature and amount of

data we have in our dataset. We have around 65K unique inputs, and all this data is well

structured, so RF reduces the risk of overfitting by using multiple sub-trees. RF is useful

to quickly classify input data into any pre-defined category. RF runs efficiently on a large

database and produces accurate predictions. Most importantly, it estimates any missing

data and maintains the accuracy even when some input data is missing.

Figure 71: Machine Learning Model

Fig. 71 and Fig. 72 illustrate the typical ML modeling with decision trees and

predicting the output with majority voting. As per our input dataset, we have about 8
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Figure 72: Random Forest Decision Tree based ML Model

different input strings that will together contribute towards a decision that the model will

make. And it can very well happen in the real-world scenario that one or more among the

8 inputs may not be received and our model still must predict an output. During training

of our data, RF constructs multiple decision trees based on inputs, each branch of a tree

represents a possible occurrence or response. We use 70% of our input dataset to train

our model and the remaining 30% was used for predicting the classifier accuracy. The RF

algorithm in our ML model gives high accuracy.

5.3.1.2 Deep Learning Neural Network

The DLNN works best when the data is unstructured and huge. We use the same

dataset to train multiple neurons of our DLNN, and it predicts the correct network slice

based on any input from the UE information. Our DLNN can predict very accurately and
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we utilize this functionality to select the correct slice for unknown device types. It helps

redirect traffic to the Master slice if load balancing is required in the network slices, and in

case of any slice failure in the network. In our proposed DeepSlice model in Fig. 73, we

predict the network load of each network slice based on the incoming connection and keep

track of which output ‘network slice’ is being utilized most. We then allocate incoming

devices to slices by efficiently distributing between the eMBB, URLLC, mMTC or the

master slice depending on the load and the output predicted by our model.

Figure 73: ‘DeepSlice’ DLNN Model Overview

Approximately a quarter million user connection requests were generated in a

24-hour simulation of which 40% was eMBB, 25% mMTC and 35% URLLC. Fig. 74

above shows the simulated DLNN model run for 24 hours giving the number of users

being served at an instance. The plot begins when our model had reached a steady state

which was at the 1-hour mark. Based on the Table 4 information, all incoming traffic

has a pre-defined time-to-live (TTL) and so only a fraction remains alive every second.

For example, eMBB active user average count was 275 at any given instance. URLLC

and mMTC users were allotted short TTL compared to the eMBB which is why we have

more users alive for broadband services. This can help analyze the user pattern and will
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Figure 74: Active User Count in the Network observed every 15 Minutes

allow for automated decisions based on the retrieved input information from the connected

device.

DeepSlice will eventually learn and understand what kind of a device goes to what

slice and it will evolve over time to be able to predict future connections requiring a spe-

cific service or a network slice. It can help prepare the network for any new connections

by properly allocating resources in advance; this will save any delays later. Our dataset

includes day and time of any connection which can also help the network predict number

of connections in the future at any given time and would be aware what network slices

would be required or requested by those connections based on learning from the past

information.
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5.3.2 Use Cases and Performance Evalucation

In this section, we evaluate DeepSlice and verify how it can be used to provide

slice prediction, load balancing and network availability. In our first use case, we validate

our approach by demonstrating how slices are accurately selected for any unknown de-

vice types requesting connections to the system. Our second use case of load balancing

involves efficient utilization of each of the available network slices. If any individual slice

utilization exceeds a certain threshold of its total available resources, our model will di-

rect any new connections to the master slice that is otherwise required to carry the device

when a slice utilization exceeds a pre-defined threshold. Our third use case depicts a slice

failure scenario where all that traffic will route to the master slice instead and prevent any

loss of service during failure of the slice. DeepSlice will capture the time of any connec-

tion failure and some attributes around the failure; the next time it can try to isolate the

issue and be prepared in advance.

5.3.2.1 Unknown Device Type

DeepSlice model is trained using our dataset of multiple unique inputs based on

network and device KPIs. Our cross-validation accuracy was over 90.62% (Fig. 79) which

included the entire test dataset of new input scenarios, those not used while training. We

also included certain unknown device types with randomly selected parameters. Slice

prediction accuracy was 95% for unknown devices. Table 5 shows a few unknowns and

how only a portion of input information was used to correctly determine the network slice

to be used.
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Our training dataset included 6 to 8 parameters in every input, but our model

requires a minimum of 2 or 3 input KPIs, to determine the services requested and allocate

the correct slice. This is very essential, since a lot of devices with various capabilities

request different services at different times. An industry 4.0 IoT application requires very

low latency in pharmaceutical environments (URLLC), whereas the same type could also

be used for monitoring production lines, which would require periodic connection and

very low throughput (mMTC).

5.3.2.2 Load Balancing Scenario

We use the same DLNN but assume that one slice would be overutilized if the

number of connections exceed a threshold, say 90% usage in our case. Fig. 75 shows

an eMBB slice is detected to have over 90% utilization with its traffic to go over the set

threshold, so, the master slice acts as backup for any new eMBB connections. Our Deep-

Slice can realize this overload and can be prepared next time to redirect traffic without

causing one specific slice to be overloaded. When compared with Fig. 74, the master

slice takes over the excess traffic as shown in Fig. 76.

Table 5: Slice prediction for unknown device types
Input Type Technology Packet Loss Rate Packet Delay Budget (ms) Predicted Slice

Unknown Type - 1 LTE/5G or IOT or IoT 10−3 50 eMBB/mMTC
Unknown Type - 2 IOT 10−2 50 mMTC
Unknown Type - 3 IOT 10−6 10 URLLC
Unknown Type - 4 IOT 10−2 300 mMTC
Unknown Type - 5 LTE/5G 10−2 100 eMBB
Unknown Type - 6 LTE/5G 10−6 100 eMBB
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Figure 75: Slice Utilization exceeding a pre-defined Threshold

Figure 76: Slice Utilization exceeding a pre-defined Threshold

5.3.2.3 Network Slice Failure Scenario

In this case, we assume a complete failure of a specific slice, specifically eMBB

as shown in Fig. 77. Now the DeepSlice will direct all new eMBB related traffic to the
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master slice and avoid any loss of traffic transmission in the network. However, any

ongoing communication on that slice would be impacted and all existing connections are

lost due to sudden slice failure. This is recorded by the system, say for example, date and

time, and care will be taken next time to avoid loss of all ongoing connections. Fig. 78

shows that our simulated model had failures on the mMTC slice for a period of two hours

from 3hr to 5hr and on the eMBB slice for another two-hour period 16hr to 18hr. The

master slice was identified as a backup and used to redirect this traffic during those slice

failures. We had substantial resources reserved in the master slice for each of our network

slices in terms of capacity and processing speed.

Figure 77: Network Slice Failure and re-direction to Master Slice

We have run our simulation for a period of a day and later for a whole one-week

period to get close to real-time results. The randomly distributed average connections

received in an hour did not change between a day and a week. One-week simulation

produced almost two million service requests. We also used multiple unknown device

types and our model was able to maintain the accuracy for prediction of slices. Figs. 7a
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Figure 78: Network Slice Failure and re-direction to Master Slice

and 7b shows the accuracy or measure prediction quality of our model.

Figure 79: Training and Validation Accuracy
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Figure 80: Training and Validation Loss

5.4 5G Security, DeepSlice and Secure5G

In general, the threats and security challenges faced by the 5G ecosystem are

the same as encountered by 4G/LTE today. 5G networks, in addition, will have specific

requirements on throughput, latency, and security to meet the service level agreements

for diverse applications and services, especially with a diverse ecosystem for IoT devices.

F-secure threat report 2019 [135] indicates that 99.9% of the attack traffic comes from

bots or some automation tool, IoT bot activity represented 78% of the malware network

activity (detection events) across carrier networks; more than triple the rate seen in 2016,

since the introduction of biggest DDoS attack in history with Mirai botnet. Mirai was a

brute force password guessing attack on open telnet and SSH ports by scanning internet

for open Telnet ports, then attempted to log in default passwords.
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Figure 81: Common 5G Threats Vectors across Device and Network

Fig. 81 shows the various threat vectors that we classify in the 5G Network to-

day. In typical DDoS attack, hacker floods the system by sending huge amount of bad

traffic, false ping and connection request to the targeted network making bandwidth and

resources unavailable or busy for normal traffic. UDP attack for example floods random

ports on a remote host making host server busy and unresponsive, ICMP packets attacks

ping packets continuously without waiting for replies causing system to clog, SYN flood

exploits 3-way handshake mechanism and does not close the connection after receiv-

ing acknowledgement from the server causing server bottleneck situation. Ping of death

which sends malicious pings with IP packets more than 65,535 bytes in length is another
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form of cyber-attack with the intention to saturate and overwhelm the website or server

and make resources unavailable for normal traffic.

Other network attacks include the International mobile subscriber identity (IMSI)

catcher, where IMSI of a device is sent unencrypted over the radio and eavesdropped by

hackers. The attacks on user plane and control plane on the core network and radio in-

terface is also a common exploitation point for malicious actor and could lead to data

injection or modification such as the Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack. Radio Access

Network (RAN) attacks include the UE location tracking, malicious message insertions

during the initial UE attach procedures. Bring your own device (BYOD) concepts are

another threat concern for enterprise solutions, increasing floodgates, and data leakage

opportunities for attackers. With less control over BYOD devices, systems are more vul-

nerable to attacks and device tampering. Battery life is a key aspect of the 5G, LTE-M

and NB-IoT technology aims to power IoT device for battery life span up to 30 years, by

disabling the power saving abilities of these IoT devices through injection of malicious

code during initial attach could drain battery drain five to ten times faster than expected

life.

Secure5G is an extension to the DeepSlice research work [24]. DeepSlice is a

4-layered deep learning neural network model comprising of input layer, output layer

along with 2 hidden layers which was designed to predict the best optimal slice based

on the diverse device input types requesting connection to the network with different

Quality of service (QoS) Class Identifier (QCI) as shown in Fig. 73and Table 4. The

incoming QCI request from user’s device is used as the input parameters that are fed to
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the DeepSlice model to identify the best slice for the requested service and allocate the

network resources based on 65K unique dataset [136].

In Table 4, we have shown highlights of the features of our DeepSlice simula-

tion model. The second column shows the normalized time duration spent in the system

by each of the incoming requests. All these incoming requests are directed to one or

more of the network slices as predicted. Smartphone devices can be used by common

users to make phone calls, browse the web and at the same time by first responders in

an emergency (lower packet loss and packet delay). Our pre-defined slice categories

include enhanced Mobile Broad Band (eMBB), Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communi-

cation (URLLC), massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC) and the Master slice.

The Master slice is the slice that will have network functions belonging to each of the

other slices and acts as a back-up slice, in a hot-standby in case of any failures.

The Secure5G model primarily consists of User Equipment (UE) requesting ser-

vice to the network for slice and resource allocation. In our model, we considered di-

verse input types and applications like smartphones, health devices, autonomous vehicles,

AR/VR gaming, smart homes and cities, and Industry 4.0. We also included the Malware

Table 6: Feature highlights of our ‘Secure5G’ and ‘DeepSlice’ simulation model
Input Type Duration Packet Loss Rate Packet Delay Budget (ms) Predicted Slice
Smartphone 300 or IoT 10−2/10−3/10−6 60/75/100/150/300 eMBB/mMTC
IoT Device 60 10−2 50/300 mMTC

Smart Transportation 60 10−6 10 URLLC
Industry 4.0 180 10−3/10−6 10/50 mMTC/URLLC

AR/VR/Gaming5 600 10−3 10/50 eMBB
Healthcare 180 10−6 10 URLLC

Public Safety / E911 300 10−6 10 URLLC
Smart City / Home 120 10−2 50/300 mMTC

Unknown Device Type / Home 60/120/180/300 10−2/10−3/10−6 10/50/60/75/100/150/300 eMBB/mMTC/URLLC
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Figure 82: ‘Secure5G’ Secured Network Slicing Model Overview

botnets and hackers, as shown in Fig. 82. We introduced a concept of a ‘Quarantine slice’

along with the eMBB, mMTC, and URLLC standard slices. Quarantine slice has the

network functions for a bare minimum QoS which allows a device to communicate to

network with a very restricting set of requirements in case of slice attack, slice failures

with bare minimum service to serve the user instead abruptly terminating the connection.

Black hole routing concept has been used to terminate the connection permanently after

observing the repeated malicious traffic pattern of the device(s).

5.4.1 ’Secure5G’ Model - Use Cases and Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Secure5G deep learning model on how it can be used

to proactively prevent DDoS attacks on a 5G network based on the incoming network
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connections before it even reaches to the core network. Additionally, we are also observ-

ing the traffic pattern and QoS characteristics during slice allocation to detect anomalies.

For instance, a device in an IoT slice whose traffic no longer matches IoT traffic patterns

might trigger a warning for a potential attack. Secure5G knows if UE is accessing the

unauthorized network slicing or requesting unauthorized operation, for example, chang-

ing QoS values for prioritizing eMBB over mMTC as an example. The model can also

detect abnormal behavior by the subscribed user, for example, requesting access to multi-

ple slices simultaneously repeatedly compared to their previous usage or usage in general

from similar devices on that slice.

For evaluation, we considered two scenarios: Volume Based Attack (Flooding)

and Masking Botnets. Secure5G has the capability to observe and learn the device re-

quest patterns and assign best optimal slice and model will evolve over time and be able

to predict future traffic patterns and can be used for capacity forecast. The model also

helps prepare the network for assigning slices to unknown (or new) application or service

requests which are not known to the network and secure the system in case of slice DDoS

attack or Slice failure as a result.

5.4.1.1 Volume based Attack

The volume-based attack is one of the widespread forms of cyber-attacks. Hackers

disrupt the flow of normal service, typically, by flooding the target with a high volume of

packets or connection requests, overwhelming networking equipment, servers, or band-

width resources. We evaluated our Secure5G model by simulating the attack in a way that

device(s) are making multiple connection requests to the network at the same time, and
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our model is detecting the bad malicious traffic and blocking before it even reaches to the

core network.

Per 3GPP specifications, a device can access multiple Network Slices simultane-

ously, slices can have a diverse configuration, which increases the possibility of security

loopholes between slices. For example, if UE exchanges a sensitive date in one slice (en-

terprise) and publishes data on another slice (consumer), then there is a possibility of data

leak between slices. The administration of data exchange between UE and different slices

is a high level of security concerns, and this impact needs to be studied further. Security

policies need to be defined either on the RAN or Core network slicing as the UE has no

notion or control over which slice to request connection. The network operator should

ask UE to re-authenticate for every network slice separately to check and validate if UE is

meeting the SLA for every slice or not. Otherwise, a malicious UE can authenticate to a

lower level security slice and get access to other slices through common network function

and resource sharing.

As shown in Fig. 83, malware botnet and an attacker are trying to flood the net-

work by sending multiple requests. If such attackers are allowed into the network, the

system may run out of its capacity and crash; unable to handle huge traffic and might

become unresponsive to new requests. A smartphone can only make one control Radio

Resource Control (RRC) signaling connection request to the network during the initial

attach and that too for a single network slice instance. However, if it makes multiple re-

quests to multiple slices simultaneously, then such an unusual behavior will be identified

as suspicious and Secure5G model will detect this anomaly and quarantine these incom-
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Figure 83: Volume-based Attack (Flooding) in Network Slicing

ing connections. Such devices, on the quarantine slice, will only get the bare minimum

service at first, and eventually terminated if their malicious activity is confirmed.

The Secure5G model continues to learn and detect the incoming connections or

the traffic pattern each time. If any known rogue (detected attacker) device continues

its suspicious behavior by trying to flood the network, it will, ultimately, be denied any

more service by the network. All its traffic will be moved to the black hole route and

this device will be marked as a possible threat into our database. Any device, after an

initial attach, can make an immediate connection request to a different slice. We would

not want any genuine user or an authentic connection request to be flagged as a suspicious

user just because they make multiple requests divided by a short time interval. Therefore,

we consider a certain expiry timer on every incoming request to avoid the false flagging.
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Secure5G model will only flag this to be a threat if the device makes multiple requests

to different slices after the timer has expired. Timer expiry is customizable, and here we

have considered 5 seconds in our simulation, but network operators can choose to define

their threshold based on slice requirements.

Figure 84: Volume-based Attack (Flooding)

Fig. 84 represents the volume-based cluster simulated using Secure5G providing

the granular visibility of all incoming connection to different slices. The graph shows two

scenarios combined; the normal and the attacker traffic. Normal traffic is when all devices

follow the normal slice selection logic with DeepSlice, and the attack scenario shows

the traffic with malicious connections where we used ten malicious devices, randomly,

requesting resources from all slice at the same time. This is shown in the central region
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of the plot as a sudden increase in the number of users. Our model will quickly identify

this and transfer this malicious traffic to the quarantine slice

Figure 85: Slice-based Attack (Flooding by ‘IoT’)

Additionally, we evaluated the slice centric attack scenario in our simulation as

shown in Fig. 85, where ten identified IoT devices are bombarding network with multi-

ple request for resources from eMBB and URLLC slice instead of their standard mMTC.

Secure5G will kick-in immediately after observing such a DDoS traffic stream as it iden-

tifies an influx of packets with the suspiciously-identical device, making multiple slice

connections that do not match a typical pattern. By tracking such minuscule abnormal-

ities, the Secure5G will weed out malicious traffic without impacting regular (genuine)

user flow.
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5.4.1.2 Masking Botnets (Spoofing) Attack

We have evaluated the robustness of our Secure5G model by simulating the spoof-

ing attack scenario by hackers. In simple terms, device or client masking is an imperson-

ation of a user where the attacker disguises the original source of an attack and allows the

infected traffic to appear legitimate. Hackers commonly spoof DNS servers and IP ad-

dresses for spreading the virus. Botnets are malware infests devices which attacker uses

to generate massive traffic to consume the server capacity, multiple network connection

requests to flood the system resulting in server downtime, and in most scenarios, even

without the knowledge of their owners.

Figure 86: Device Masking Attack in Network Slicing

In Secure5G, we have simulated spoofing attacks by masking; for example, a

smartphone device appears to be an IoT device and makes a slice request for mMTC

instead of eMBB. Secure5G model has an inbuilt database of devices and user pattern
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from learning, which maintains all original (and previous) connection requests made by

any device. Secure5G assigns a unique global identifier when a UE tries to connect to

the network first time. For example, when a smartphone device with certain International

Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) e.g. 123456789012345 requests a connection, the

Secure5G model will assign a GUTI (e.g. 9a91abe4-baa2-4f55-b95e-7ab66040aec2) to

this IMEI and this information is stored in our database. Every GUTI is mapped with the

device type, IMSI, slice requested, etc. If a hacker tries to mask this smartphone as an

IoT device and requests mMTC slice, the model will understand this malicious request

and flag it as possible botnet by comparing against IMEI and GUTI value in the database.

5.4.2 Prposed Work

We are expanding the scope of our ‘Secure5G’ model and below proposed ideas

are work in progress:

5.4.2.1 Secure UE Capability

UE capability, RRC messages, and measurement reports [31] can be very helpful

in identifying the false base stations. With Secure5G, proposed work is to utilize the UE

Capability Enquiry and UE Capability Information messages along with the measurement

of neighboring cells to identify the non-3GPP access or unauthorized base stations. Upon

detection, the network can flag the false base station as a threat and direct another UE’s

to not connect to the identified false base station.
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5.4.2.2 SIM Security in 5G

Article [137] presents a recent security incident on SIM card fraud where sub-

scriber identity and property were stolen by hackers with a simple concept of SIM swap-

ping. The network operator has failed to secure the subscriber account adequately. With

Secure5G, a frequent change in device hardware, IMSI provisioning modification and un-

usual request to network access from different locations can be implemented, providing a

much-secured ecosystem for device and SIM.

5.4.2.3 Unauthorized usage of shared resources between slice

The 3GPP specifications allow network operators to modify the RAN or Core

network slice configurations for already deployed slice instances. Network operators can

update (add/delete/modify) the network functions and change the security policies while

it is in use. These flexibilities open a floodgate for potential threats to slice operations, and

malicious actors can modify the QoS/SLA for a targeted slice. We are exploring areas to

implement Secure5G in Core and RAN slicing to mitigate some of the in-network security

threats.

5.4.2.4 Network Slice Exhaust

One attacker could potentially access the slice that could have lower-level security.

For example, a slice for consumer will have lower security compared to the security mea-

sures for Industrial or Enterprise IoT, and malicious attacker can exhaust the resources

in consumer slice. Though the slices are virtually isolated but if the network function

resources are common to multiple slices (e.g. hardware resources: memory, processing
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power or authentication). An ideal solution would be to pre-allocate security protocol

resources for individual slices or ring-fenced resources in such a way that a slice has the

individual capability to run irrespective of exhaustion on other slices [27].

5.5 Conclusion and Future Scope

Network slicing in 5G is a critical feature for next generation wireless networks,

mobile operators and businesses. We have demonstrated the benefits of using DeepSlice

for accurately predicting the best network slice based on device key parameters and or-

chestrated the handling of network load balancing and network slice failure using neural

network models. Our future work will include emulating the developed model in a real

production environment once the 5G ecosystem with devices and networks are commer-

cially available for consumers. We will also extend and further improve this model to

handle scenarios such as handovers, caching and predicting the future load, borrowing

resources from other slices, and application-based slice management use cases.

This work also investigated the security concerns in the 5G network and presented

a deep learning neural network model to create a robust Network Slicing framework to

combat DDoS attacks filtering the malicious UE connections to the 5G network. Volume-

based flooding and spoofing attack scenarios were used as illustrations to evaluate the

overall performance, and the detection accuracy was more than 98% with our limited

dataset. We believe the Secure5G implementation with DeepSlice will ensure the end-to-

end security of the 5G network. We are considering several directions to improve further

and extend the model to implement Secure5G into RAN, MEC, and Core Slicing. The
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future model will also include the on-device and traffic behavior learning to train the

model in real-time using reinforcement and recurrent learning, this will help us achieve

more detection accuracy for secured 5G ecosystem.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Cellular handovers are generally considered as simple or exponential arrivals;

however, this fails to reflect the network and environmental consequences. Represent-

ing a handover connection arrival as a Matrix Exponential (ME) can help build efficient

handover algorithms. Our approach regards handovers as ME. Single model can study

all network characteristics and movement dynamics. Our model is simple and adapt-

able but captures all the handoff criteria. Future work will build formulations without

renewal assumptions and compare B matrix formulations to real-world traffic, wireless

signal propagation, and user movement dynamics. Next-generation wireless networks

will contain several cell sites. Mobility management and user experience will be crucial

for a service provider, and Deep Learning will be vital in building future autonomous

and self-sufficient networks. We created a unique base model to learn and evaluate UE

and network characteristics jointly to optimize user mobility. We use as many factors as

needed to properly forecast handovers based on UE or network inputs. This will help de-

velop 5G/6G handover algorithms that combine hyper-network densification, mmWave,

M2M traffic, and ultra-reliable low latency communication.

ME models offer a full grasp of catastrophe recovery with repair models. Our

work covered the entire formulation of the ME model, including matrix formulations,

computations of the infinitesimal rate matrix, and transient probabilities incorporating

Kronecker product dependencies. Our findings included transient and steady state analy-
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ses of the ME model, a scalable survivability model, and service restoration and availabil-

ity numbers. The ME model’s survivability design examined the appropriate number of

BSs and maintenance workers to enhance network availability. The survivability design

section discussed how rapid and slow repairs affect total restoration time. It also showed

how altering a single parameter affects the mending procedure. The chapter’s insights

will help any cellular service provider create a survivable network and restore it quickly

with less resources. Future research might incorporate linked failures of macro cell BSs,

small cell BSs, and backhaul links in the birth-death sequential Markov chain. Stochas-

tic geometry might contribute geographic knowledge. When BSs fail, repairs might be

prioritized in regions with poor coverage. In addition to failure analysis and temporal

dynamics, financial analysis may help with survivable design. It might give cost models

to optimize repair staff numbers and kinds vs network failure losses.

FDOP improves connection quality and demands earlier handovers than SINR.

Usable coverage may be lower than projected, yet the handover procedure may take less

time. With Fractional Packet Duplication, we can only duplicate what’s needed. Since

FDOP shows user and application quality, duplicated packets are reduced. It helps the net-

work make an early decision and protects the user’s network connection, meeting URLLC

criteria. Our can be expanded to incorporate the Stochastic geometry of the surroundings

to make FDOP more accurate. To satisfy 5G’s dependability and low latency require-

ments, radio resources must be utilized effectively. Multi-Connectivity improves Spatial

Diversity, beam shaping, and massive-MIMO for mmWave connections. Our Adaptive

Fractional Packet Duplication technique allows the network to toggle PD ON and OFF.
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Our multiple SINR or Fade threshold approaches are the most successful since they in-

volve modest network algorithm adjustments. Since PD is inefficient during the whole

transmission duration, our simulation findings illustrate when and where PD is effective

and help understand channel circumstances. A network operator chooses PD based on

resource availability and application needs. Future work can include more than two con-

nections and can also include the WiFi6 standards to improve data rates and help with

cellular network offloading.

5G network slicing is essential for next-generation wireless networks, mobile car-

riers, and businesses. DeepSlice correctly predicts the optimum network slice based on

device key factors, and neural network model handles network load balancing and slice

failure. Our work researched 5G network security and constructed a robust Network

Slicing framework to mitigate DDoS assaults by screening malicious UE connections.

Volume-based flooding and spoofing attack scenarios were employed to assess overall

performance. With our limited dataset, detection accuracy was above 98%. Secure5G

with DeepSlice will assure 5G network security end-to-end. We’re investigating numer-

ous ways to enhance and expand Secure5G into RAN, MEC, and Core Slicing. Future

models will combine on-device and traffic behavior learning to train the model in real-

time utilizing reinforcement and recurrent learning, improving detection accuracy for a

secure 5G environment. Once 5G devices and networks are commercially accessible,

we’ll emulate the concept in a true production setting. We’ll further expand this model

to handle handovers, caching and forecasting future demand, borrowing resources from

other slices, and application-based slice management.
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